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The political consciousness of the Oriya
people had been sufficiently aroused by the last
quarter of the nineteenth century. Within this
period a big public meeting was organised at
Cuttack on 30th June 1882 to celebrate the
occasion of the adoption of new scheme of
local self-government in India by Lord Ripon's
Government. Madhu Sudan Das, Hariballabha
Ghosh, Priyanath Chatterjee, Madhusudan Rao,
Bipin Bihari Mitra were among others who
spoke on the occasion and they observed that
the people were prepared to shoulder the
responsibilities entrusted to them by the new
scheme of local self-government. They desired
that the people should be allowed to elect their
representatives to the local bodies in order to
make them more effective and popular (Utkal
Dipika, 8 July 1882). A public meeting in this
connection was also held at Puri in the first
week of August 1882 where some decisions
were made (Utkal Dipika, 9 September 1882).

Incidentally, an association named 'Utkal
Sabha' was established at Cuttack in 1882 to
spearhead the socio-political activities of the
people. The 'Utkal Sabha' was soon regarded
as the most important and prominent political
organisation of the  intelligentsia in the main
town  of the Orissa Division which wielded
considerable influence in moulding public
opinion in the Province in the last two decades
of the 19th century. The first meeting which
brought the 'Utkal Sabha' into existence was
held in the premises of the Cuttack Printing
Company on 16th August 1882. Many leading

people of Cuttack attended on that meeting  and
decided to establish a permanent organisation
in order to champion the cause of the people
and to help the institutions of local self-
government particularly in the district of
Cuttack. The first office-bearers were also
nominated in that meeting. Chaudhuri Kasinath
Das and Gauri Sankar Ray were chosen as the
first President and Secretary of the organisation
respectively. Besides there were two vice-
Presidents and a few members of the executive
committee (Utkal Dipika, 19 August 1882).
Madhu Sudan Das, who returned from Calcutta
and joined the Bar at Cuttack, was associated
with the 'Utkal Sabha' from the beginning. He
was the first Oriya pleader and soon took the
leading part in organising and moulding public
opinion in the Province. Gauri Sankar Ray, the
editor of 'Utkal Dipika', the leading journal of
Orissa, acted as the Secretary of the
organisation for a long time. In fact, most of
the meetings of the Sabha were held in the
premises of the 'Utkal Dipika' itself and through
his journal. Gauri Sankar Ray gave due
publicity to the activities of the organisation.

The 'Utkal Sabha' organised a special
meeting on 21st May 1883 to discuss the Ilbert
Bill. Ilbert Bill united the Indians against the
government by arousing public opinion. This
bill abolished judicial discrimination on the
basis of race and nationality. So the members
of the 'Utkal Sabha' unanimously agreed to
support it and they sent a petition to the
Governor-General for acceptance of the Bill
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(Utkal Dipika, 26 May 1883). In 1886 petitions
were sent to the government for reconstituting
the legislative councils in order to give more
representation to the Indian people in those
bodies (Utkal Dipika, 25 December 1886).
This was one of the factors which helped the
growth of political consciousness in Orissa
during the first two decades of the 20th century.
It was the period of participation of the Oriya
members in the Legislative Councils where
many problems were raised and discussed.
Raja Baikunth Nath De of Balesore was the
first member of the Bengal Legislative Council
to which he was nominated in November 1883.
In 1886 Madhusudan Das was elected as the
representative of the Municipalities of Orissa
and Chota Nagpur (Utkal Dipika, 22 February
1896).

The national consciousness of the people
of Orissa was again aroused, as elsewhere in
India, during the last decade of the 19th century
by their association with the Indian National
Congress. The struggle for India's freedom
began with the establishment of Indian National
Congress in 1885. It was possible due to the
untiring efforts of Allan Octovion Hume, a
British civil servant. His aim was to combine
the provincial associations to a national one.
Once he writes, "Scattered individuals
however capable and well defined cannot draw
line of action and to secure these an association
is required. The first meeting of the Indian
National Congress was held at Bombay in
December, 1885 under the presidentship of
Woomesh Chandra Banerjee. First phase of the
Indian National Congress (1885-1905) was
known as the period of protect, petition and
prayer. It was known  also as period of political
mendicancy. Immediate attention of the Oriya
people was drawn to its activities, and a public
meeting was held in the town of Cuttack on
3rd March 1886 to discuss the resolutions
adopted by the Congress in its first session.
All the leading personalities attended this

meeting and took part in its deliberations.
Except the partial modification of one
resolution, all other resolutions were accepted
in that meeting (Utkal Dipika, 6 March 1886).
The modified resolution related to the
examination for entering into Indian Civil
Service for which it was felt that the candidates
should not be asked to go to England due to
apprehension for the loss of caste. To the
second session of Indian National Congress
held in the last week of December 1886, the
'Utkal Sabha' sent its four selected
representatives. They were : Madhu Sudan
Das, Golak Chandra Bose, Hariballabh Ghose
and Kalipada Banerjee. Besides, the 'National
Society' of Balesore also selected three
delegates namely Baikuntha Nath De, Bhagaban
Chandra Das and Ramesh Chandra Mandal, for
participation in the Congress Session (Utkal
Dipika, 25 December 1886). Thereafter
delegates from Orissa, nominated by these
associations, attended the Congress Sessions
held at different places. Rev. Sham Sahu, John
Sumson Raut, Munshi Mahammad Atabar,
Bhagaban Chandra Das, Ramesh Chandra
Mandal, Gauri Sankar Ray and Madhu Sudan
Das took keen interest in the activities of the
Congress in its early years. Especially the
leaders of the 'Utkal Sabha' like Madhu Sudan
Das and Gauri Sankar Ray acted as the
pioneers in bringing the message of Congress
and its liberal ideas to Orissa in the last two
decades of the 19th century. They laid the
foundation of constitutional struggle of the
people against the British authorities. However,
the energy and enthusiasm of the leaders in
Orissa was soon diverted to a different problem
and that dissociated some of them from the
national mainstream for nearly two decades
from the beginning of the 20th century.

Dr. Janmejaya Choudhury is a Lecturer in History in
Sri Jagannath College, Kaipadar, Khurda.
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Gandhiji's emergence in on Indian national
scene was an event of highest significance. In
the apt and colourful words of Pandit Nehru, it
was like "a breath of fresh air" in an otherwise
gloomy and choking atmosphere. After having
spent nearly a quarter of century in South Africa
where he led an extraordinary movement of
the Indian settlers for the vindication of their
national honour and human rights, Gandhi
returned to India in early 1915 and started his
Ashram on the bank of Sabarmati river near
Ahmedabad.

in 1915, to the Indian people  however,
Gandhiji was an unknown person. Most
Congressmen, too, did not know him. But
among the greater ones who knew him and his
work in South Africa, he appeared as a man
with a future role. "He is without doubt made
of the stuff of which heroes and martyrs are
made", described Gopal Krishna Gokhle about
Gandhiji in December 1912. He even went
further and said, "Nay more. He has in him the
marvellous power to turn ordinary men around
him into heroes and martyrs."

Thus Gandhiji had brought with him high
credibility from South Africa. He was fearless,
devotional minded and a champion of the weak.
He taught his followers to shed fear, resist evil
and suffer the consequences cheerfully. By now,
Gandhiji had also already discovered the

weapon of non-violent passive resistance
which could be handled by men and women,
the rich and the poor, the learned and the
ignorant.

However, Gandhi was in no hurry to
jump into the fray. When he consulted Gopal
Krishna Gokhle whom he regarded as his
political Guru, regarding his future work, the
latter advised Gandhiji not to speak on Indian
questions, as India was a 'foreign land' to him
due to his long stay abroad. Gokhle further
advised Gandhi that he should keep quiet for a
whole year and first study the situation in the
land after which he could decide on his future
course of action. The latter took this advice
and decided to first see Mother India as a
pilgrim before taking a leap into the stage of
politics.

It so happened that this year of enforced
silence ended early 1916 at the time of founding
of Benaras Hindu University. Pandit Madan
Mohan Malavya, the founder of the university
had arranged a series of lectures to be
delivered by eminent persons who had come
for the occasion after the foundation-stone had
been laid by the then Viceroy, Lord Hardinge.

It was Mahatma Gandhi's turn one
evening, which was the first time that he spoke
in public since his arrival in the country a year
ago. Big leaders, English Officers, Rajas and
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Maharajas were present. Wearing a turban, the
future Mahatma was looking like a peasant. As
he started to speak, it appeared, as if Mother
India was beginning to unfold her long
suppressed tales of woe. Asserting that the poor
of India were being exploited, he explained
how the money for the jewels worn by Rajas
and Maharajas was earned by them by sucking
the blood of the poor. Ridiculing them for their
women-like jest for ornaments, he advised them
to sell their jewels and utilize the proceeds
for the well-being of the poor. He made similar
observations about the capitalists. At last he
opened a scathing attack on the English as
having started the exploitation of the poor. As
some among the audience shouted, "Gandhiji,
go on, Gandhiji, go on", the Englishmen, the
Rajas and the Maharajas, the Rai Bahadurs and
the Khan Bahadurs, all vacated their chairs and
walked away. But Gandhiji went on. At last
the Maharaja of Darbhanga, a pillar of the
British Empire, who was presiding, also left.
As the chairs became empty, Gandhiji a firm
believer in discipline, despite the request of
some of the audience to continue, concluded
his speech. It acted, however, as an indication
of what was to come.

Lucknow Congress (1916) paves the way :

Later in 1916, Mahatma Gandhi attended
the Annual Session of the Congress held at
Lucknow. This session, presided over by
Ambika Charan Majumdar, was unique in many
respects. It saw the re-uniting of the extremist
and moderate groups. It also brought about an
understanding between the Muslim League and
Congress for joint fight and drew up a
Constitution for the Congress which had been
without any during the last 30 years of its
existence.

However, by this time Ganjhiji had been
able to enter into many hearts and reserve a

special place for himself there. He had also
become able to earn the title 'Mahatma'. All
round the pandal where the Subjects Committee
meeting of the Congress was being held, there
was constant shouting of "Mahatma Gandhi ki
Jai".

In this Congress Session, some persons
from Bihar met Gandhiji and spoke to him about
the hardships the workers were suffering at the
hands of British indigo planters.

First Political Acts of Gandhiji (1917) :

Gandhiji's first venture in the political
field was undertaken for the immediate
abolition of the evil indenture system of
recruiting labourers for the British colonies.
Public agitation and fear of Satyagraha finally
persuaded the Victory to order abolition of the
system from April 12, 1917 and thus Gandhiji
scored his first victory.

He then turned his attention to the
grievances of the cultivators oppressed by the
indigo planters in Bihar. But the District
Magistrate served on him an order to leave the
district immediately. Gandhiji refused to obey
the order and was tried for defiance. He
pleaded guilty of disobeying the order, but he
justified his action on the ground that human
authority must yield before the higher authority
of conscience. It was a new plea in a court of
law. But not altogether so, for in the history,
men like Socrates and religious saints and
martyrs had taken this line to justify their action
in the past. But for the British Magistrate who
was utterly unused to such a procedure, the plea
was staggering. The Government of Bihar,
however, came to his rescue and Gandhiji was
allowed to carry on his investigations.
Ultimately, the Government recognized the
enormity of the indigo planter's oppression and
the Champaran Agrarian Bill of 1917 proposed
the abolition of the system.
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Gandhiji was still at work in Bihar when
he received requests to help and guide the
peasants of Kheda who were facing difficulties
in paying rents owing to failure of crops.
However before going to Kheda, he proceeded
to Ahmedabad on an urgent call to intervene in
the labour trouble there. Applying his two
cardinal principles "truth" and "non-violence",
he ultimately succeeded in making a
satisfactory settlement to both the parties-
workers and the mill owners. Then he plunged
into the Kheda struggle, which too ended in a
compromise.

"These incidents" as Tara Chand aptly
puts it, "were like the flapping of wings before
the start of flight into high empyrean".
However, Gandhiji was yet to be fully
disillusioned (with the British) which he
became after the betrayal of the British after
their victory in the First World War.

When first World War broke out, and the
British Government sought the help of Indians,
Lokamanya Tilak wanted to help the British in
their war efforts on the condition that Home
Rule was first granted or atleast promised.
Leaders like Annie Besant too led a great
agitation for political reforms, their slogan
being that "England's difficulty was India's
opportunity". But Gandhiji, so far a believer
in the sense of justice of the British did not
subscribe to that slogan. He said that in this
hour of their greatest difficulty, Indians should
help them unconditionally and went ahead on
their own lines, practically endangering their
lives by working very hard to help the British
to recruit people for the army. Undertaking the
recruitment campaign in 1918, he persuaded
the peasants of Kheda District to enroll
themselves as soldiers in the British army and
even appealed the students of Bombay
University to enroll themselves as volunteers

in the Bombay University Corps of the Indian
Defence Force, which was started to give
military training to Indian students. By doing
so, he hoped to win the confidence of the
British people and secure the independence of
India within the British empire as a result of
British confidence in India's loyalty to the
empire.

But the sweet dream of Gandhiji was
rudely shattered when at the end of the war,
the British came out with the Rowlatt Act for
dealing with the freedom- loving Indians.

Rowlatt Act :

During the First World War, India's effort
for war was lauded by the British and it
appeared as if the status of the country would
soon undergo a change. On August 20,1917,
Edwin Montagu, the new Secretary of State for
India made a declaration in the British
Parliament that "the Policy of His Majesty's
Government was that of increasing association
of Indians in every branch of administration
and the gradual development of self governing
institutions with a view to the progressive
realization of responsible Government in India
as an integral part of the British Empire". The
Government of India Act (1919) based on this
promise, however, caused widespread
disappointment.

But before the Montagu Chelmsford
Reform was enacted, the suspicious and guilty-
minded Government began to devise measures
to avert what it believed was coming-agitation,
resistance and defiance. It appointed One-man
Commission in 1918 under the Chairmanship
of Justice Sir Sidney Rowlatt of England to
enquire into seditious activities in India and to
suggest how to combat terrorism and treason.
Sir Rowlatt, after making enquiry in India
submitted his Report to the Government
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suggesting steps to suppress political violence
and for giving effect to Justice Rowlatt's
recommendations, the Government announced
its decision to enact two bills for dealing with
seditious activities.

As the Defence of India Act was to expire
six months after the war, the Government was
eager to rearm the executive with drastic
powers which it had wielded during war. Under
the draconian terms of these bills, which later
became Act in March 1919, any police officer
could arrest an individual on the mere
suspicion of unlawful activity designed against
the foreign Government "established by law".
Thus this Act framed on the lines of Defence
of India Act, curtailed the liberty of the
individual to a great extent. Earlier, the arrest
of leaders like Annie Besant who refused to
help the British during the First World War
before the grant of Home Rule to India had
made Gandhi indignant. The passage of Rowlatt
Acts merely added insult to the injury.

Hence Gandhiji who stood for
"unconditional co-operation" with the British
subjected himself to rethinking and declared
British rule in India to be "satanic". This was
the beginning of his transformation from a loyal
citizen of the empire into an extreme rebel
whose new creed was "The British Empire
today represents Satanism, and they who love
God can afford to have no love for Satan." Other
leaders too denounced the Bills in unequivocal
terms.

Agitation against the Rowlatt Bills,
however, commenced first in the Central
Assembly. All the elected members spoke
against the Srinivas Sastri showed his brilliant
oratory and Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya
made a marathon speech lasting for six hours.
Gandhiji and several other leaders like Acharya
J.B. Kripalani were present in the gallery of

the Assembly. However, inspite of all
opposition from the Indians, who termed it as
Black Act and 'Lawless Law', the adament
Government, through its official majority,
passed the Rowlatt Act in the Imperial
Legislative Council in March 1919.

The utter heedlessness to public opinion
was a sure invitation to trouble and India's self-
respect demanded a suitable reply to the
challenge of the Government. At this crucial
hour, Gandhiji took up the gauntlet and behind
him marched a resolute people to defend their
honour and to vindicate their natural right to
freedom.

His immediate reaction was to give a
call to the nation to take the Satyagraha pledge
which said, "we solemnly affirm that in the
event of these Bills becoming Laws and until
they are withdrawn, we shall refuse civilly to
obey these laws and such other laws and we
further affirm that in this struggle, we will
faithfully follow the truth and refrain from
violence to life, person or property". Gandhiji's
logic was that the ordinary law of the land was
adequate enough to deal with the violence of
the extremists. Hence to hold the entire nation
to task for such activities of a handful few was
a demonstration of brute force. Describing the
Indian people as the gentlest on earth", be made
a last minute appeal to the Viceroy not to pass
the Rowlatt Bills. But the Viceroy decided not
to yield.

After the Bill became Act, the pledge
was followed by a call for a 'hartal' on March
30,1919 on an all India scale. The date was
subsequently changed to April 6. Writing an
article in 'Young India' for April, 1919,
Gandhiji appealed the people to start 'hartal'
on April 6 by observing a fast and offering
prayer. All good things are begun by a fast and
such other religious observances in this country.
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In this way, Gandhiji invested the 'hartal' with
a religious and moral sentiment, which
appealed to everyone's heart. In a letter,
Gandhiji wrote to the Viceroy, "The Satyagraha
Campaign constitutes an attempt to
revolutionise politics and restore moral force
to its original position."

The response to the call was amazing.
Towns and villages in every part of the country
vied with one another to make the hartal a
success, to demonstrate that a common feeling
stirred the heart of all Indians. A new
confidence was born, and it was the beginning
of a new era.

However, as the shifting of the date of
hartal or Satyagraha Day could not be
communicated to all parts of the country in
time, some places observed it on 30th March
(1919) while some others on April,6.

Satyagrah Day in Punjab and Jallianwalla
Bagh Massacre :

While the opposition to the Act was
countrywide, condition in Punjab was
explosive for many reasons. Pressure had been
mounted to recruit soldiers for war-30,000
combatants and 60,000 non-combatants and
many villages were deprived of labouring and
earning men. Agrarian distress had led to
restlessness and outrages which, had been
crushed with a heavy hand. Many Punjabi
emigrants too had returned to their homes with
bitter feelings against the Government which
used the provisions of the ingress ordinance to
prosecute them.

Thus the province was writhing under a
sense of deep frustration and Gandhiji's call
had just an electrifying effect on the people. In
Amritsar (Punjab), protest meetings had started
since February (1919). On March 23, a meeting
was held in support of the Satyagraha

movement followed by another six days to
announce and explain the hartal on 30th.

The immediate reaction of the authorities
was to prohibit one of the leaders, Dr. Satya
Pal, from speaking in public. This did not
frighten the citizens and on the 30th March, a
hartal was observed and a meeting held in
Jallianwalla Bagh. On April 4, another leader
Dr. Saifuddin Kitchlew was served with a
similar notice and a number of others were
restrained. On 6th April, a complete hartal was
observed, but peace was maintained. On 9th
April, there was a Hindu festival and large
procession of Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs
passed through the streets.

At this juncture, Gandhiji was invited to
come to Punjab. But while he was travelling
to the Punjab, he was stopped at Palwal and
prohibited from entering the province.

The next morning (April 10), Dr.
Kitchlew and Dr. Satyapal were deported from
Amritsar. These two incidents infuriated and
provoked the people. A number of people
gathered to see the Deputy Commissioner (i.e.
Present day Collector) and urged him to cancel
the orders. The military pickets, however, tried
to stop them from moving towards Deputy
Commissioner's residence. The mounted
soldiers then fired on the people causing some
deaths and wounding many others. The people
became more infuriated and there was a melee.
While firing took place from one side, stone-
throwing started from the other. More and more
people gathered and were hurled with bullets.
Then the maddened mob broke all bounds and
brutal acts of destruction and arson, plunder
and murder followed. In the telling words of
Tara Chand, "O' Dwyer (the then Governor of
Punjab) by depriving Amritsar of its leaders
pledged the massacre of innocents."
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Amritsar was handed over to the military
authorities on the 11th and General Reginald
Dyer took charge the same night. Proclamations
were issued on April 12 and 13 giving warning
of dire consequences if meetings were held or
processions taken out and violence indulged
in.

The reaction of the people was to make
a protest against these threats. A meeting was
summoned at the spacious ground of
Jallianwalla Bagh on the afternoon of April
13, the Hindu New Year's day.

The Jallianwalla Bagh was an open
enclosure surrounded by buildings with only
one narrow entrance through which even an
armored car could not pass. There were three
or four small openings on the other side. In
this enclosure, according to various estimates,
fifteen to twenty five thousand people had
gathered on that fateful day (April, 13).

Dyer regarded the gathering as a threat
to his authority and decided to disperse it by
force. A few minutes were left to sun set. As
the people were peacefully listening to the
speeches of the leaders, suddenly there
appeared at the gate of the Bagh General Dyer
with Force of 90 soldiers and two armoured
cars equipped with machineguns to teach the
disobedient people a lesson and through them
to the people of whole India what disloyalty
meant.

Due to the narrowness passage leading
to the Bagh, he left the armoured cars outside.
Then he positioned his troops on a raised
ground fully commanding the small park and
without issuing any warning ordered his
soldiers to open fire on this large, innocent
mass. As there was no other gate to escape,
men fell dead in hundreds and many were
crushed in the blind stampede that ensued. And

they did not stop till the entire ammunition
(1650 rounds) was exhausted and there was
no more shots to fire. In moments, in the twilight
of the evening, the Jallianwalla Bagh turned
into a valley of death. The ghastly sight,
however, failed to move the callous heart of
Dyer who deliberately took no steps to provide
medical aid to the wounded. He then moved
away from the slaughter house proudly
surveying his handiwork, unconcerned about
the dead and the wounded. While the
Government claimed the number of dead and
wounded as 379 and 1000 respectively the
unofficial figure was three times the official
figures.

Punjab Wrongs:

But Dyer was not content with the blood-
bath and resorted to even more cruel measures
as the Jallianwala Bagh massacre was not an
isolated incident,. It was only one among the
large number of instances of the general policy
of terrorizing the people in Punjab. In Amritsar,
the massacre was followed by clamping down
curfew, which remained in force for two
months. What was worse, water and electricity
supply was cut off. Flogging and whipping were
common and an order was issued that anyone
passing through the lane in which an English
woman, Miss Sherwood had been assaulted,
should crawl through it on his belly. Again
under the Martial Law proclaimed on April
13, numerous people were tried and out of them,
a large number were sentenced -many to death,
others to transportation for life or to various
terms of imprisonment.

Repercussions:

As the news of this national tragedy
gradually spread, the entire India was
convulsed. There was an outburst of
condemnation from every side. As a mark of
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protest, Gurudev Rabindra Nath Tagore
returned the Knighthood conferred upon him
by the British Government. Gandhiji too
renounced all the decorations and recognitions
he had received from the Government for his
services during the First World War, and
described the Government, as "Unmixed evil".
Demands too were made for the recall of O'
Dwyer, Lt. Governor of Punjab and Lord
Chelmsford, the Viceroy. Indemnity for the
prisoners were pressed and enquiry into the
Punjab happenings urged, both in England and
India.

In England, on behalf of the Home Rule
League and the Liberal Federation, deputations
of eminent Indians were at work, giving
evidence before the Joint Parliamentary
Committee. Among them were Vithalbhai Patel,
Bal Gangadhar Tilak Bipin Chandra Pal,
Annie Besant, Surendranath Banarjee, Tej
Bahadur Sapru, Srinivas Sastri and others. They
impressed upon the Secretary of State the
urgency of an enquiry into the recent events in
order to pacify public opinion.

Enquiry into the incident:

Lord Montagu knew that the policy of
ruling India by sword alone was impossible.
Finally he made up his mind and during the
Budget Debate on May 22, promised to hold
an enquiry. He wrote to Lord Chelmsford that
"this method of Government (D'Dwyerism)
always brings sooner or later its reward". On
July 17, he wrote to the Viceroy about General
Dyer. He said, "It was the savage and
inappropriate folly of the order which rouses
my anger. I cannot admit that any service that
Dyer has rendered anywhere can atone for
action of this kind, and I am very much worried
that he should have escaped punishment for an
order the results of which are likely to be
permanent". On August 6,1919, the Under

Secretary of State for India speaking in the
House of Lords, also repeated Lord Montagu's
promise of May 22.

The Government of India, however,
stiffly opposed the proposal for an enquiry. But
as the Secretary of State had already committed
himself, the Viceroy had no alternative but to
yield. On October 14, 1919, he announced the
appointment of a Committee with Mr. Hunter
as Chairman, four Englishmen and three
Indians-Setalvad, Sahibzada Sultan Ahmed
Khan and Lala Jagat Narain as members. But
the Committee was boycotted by the Congress.

The Committee finally gave its Report,
which was not unanimous. While the European
members who were in a majority signed one
Report, the three Indian members prepared a
separate report. The findings of the majority
report were:-

1. That the disturbances were of the nature
of a rebellion, which might have developed
into a revolution:

2. That the outbreaks were the result of the
work of a definite organization and were all
connected;

3. That the proclamation of martial law in
the circumstances was wholly justified and that
firing was necessary to put down the mob
excesses;

4. That the Government of India was
blameless;

5. That Dyer's action was open to criticism
for firing without warning and continuing the
fire too long and excessively; that Dyer's object
of producing a sufficient moral effect was a
mistaken conception of duty.

The Minority Report prepared by the
Indian members of the Hunter Committee
disagreed with the first two findings and agreed
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that firing was justified, but punishments like
crawling, confiscation of property, flogging,
salaaming, etc. were intended to terrorize and
humiliate Indians.

On Dyer's conduct, the Indian members
commented more harshly than the Europeans.
They compared his acts with the acts of
frightfulness committed by the Germans in
Belgium and France in 1914. They wrote, "we
feel that Dyer, by adopting an inhuman and un-
British method of dealing with the subject of
His Majesty the King Emperor, has done great
dis-service to the interest of British rule in
India."

The Congress, which had boycotted the
Hunter Committee, also had appointed its own
Committee of Enquiry .The members were
Motilal Nehru (who resigned on having been
elected President of Amritsar Congress of
1919), Fazlul Haq (who could not attend owing
to important business), M.R. Jaykar (in place
of Fazlul), C.R.Das, Abbas Tyabji, and
Mahatma Gandhi. They signed their report on
20th February 1920.

The Committee squarely charged O'
Dwyer, "who almost invariably appealed to
passion and ignorance rather than to reason",
and showed how, "serious a responsibility he
incurred in misleading both the people and his
superiors". They accused him of using
oppressive methods in recruiting soldiers for
the war, thereby creating the spirit of resistance
and disaffection, which culminated in the
disturbances of April, 1919. The Report went
on to observe, "we feel tempted to say that he
(O' Dwyer) invited violence from the people,
so that he could crush them. The evidence
shows that he subjected the Punjabis to the
gravest provocation under which they
momentarily lost self-control".

About Lord Chelmsford, the Viceroy, they
expressed the opinion, "whilst, therefore, we
do not think His Excellency was willingly
neglectful of the interest of those who were
entrusted to his charge by His Majesty, we
regret to say that His Excellency Lord
Chelmsford proved himself incapable of
holding the high office to which he was called
and we are of opinion that His Excellency
should be recalled. "

After carefully scruting of all the
evidences they came to the conclusions:

1. There was no conspiracy to overthrow
the Government in the Punjab.

2. No reasonable cause has been shown to
justify the introduction of martial law.

3. The Jallianwalla Bagh massacre was a
calculated piece of inhumanity towards utterly
innocent and unarmed men including children,
and unparalleled for its ferocity in the history
of modem British administration. "

The Government of India considered the
Hunter Committee Report and came to the
conclusion that Dyer's action at Jallianwala
Bagh was indefensible, that he went beyond
any reasonable requirement of the case and that
he misconceived his duty. It was therefore
considered unwise to allow him to continue to
hold his position. He was consequently retired
from service on March 23, 1920.

Thus in the dark tragedy of Jallianwalla
Bagh, there dawned a new era of revolution
for the liberation of India and Gandhiji emerged
for his predestined role.

Dr. Lingaraj Rath is working as Private Secretary to
Minister, ST & SC Development (S.C.Dev.),
Minorities & Backward Classes Welfare & Excise.
Orissa, Bhubaneswar.
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Mahatma Gandhi and Subhas Chandra Bose
were two legendary personalities, gigantic in
their political moral and ethical stature. Both
of them were two worthy sons of Mother India.
In 1915, soon after his return from South Africa
Gandhiji became the unquestioned leader of
India's freedom movement and Indian National
Congress. He transformed
'an unarmed, politically-
subjugated, dumb and
illiterate mass of humanity
into a fearless, non-violent,
politically awakened,
resurgent militia. Verily out
of dust, he made Indians
into men'. Subhas Chandra
Bose, 'the stormy petrel of
Indian Renaissance'
younger to Gandhi by 28
years who had resigned his
brilliant career in the much
coveted heaven-born Indian Civil Service with
the resolute aim and determination to devote
himself entirely to the fight for India's freedom.

The saga of relationship between Subhas
and Gandhi starts with Subhas meeting Gandhi
on the very day (on 16th July, 1921) of his
landing at Bombay. Their first meeting set the
contours of the relationship over the coming

quarter of a century between these two foremost
leaders of India's freedom struggle.

To Subhas Bose, Gandhi always
remained 'India's greatest man'. His
appreciation of the unique contribution of
Gandhi was unequivocal. He recognised and
admitted Gandhi as the undisputable, unrivalled

leader of the masses.
Subhas had all praise for
Gandhi's unflinching
patriotism, firmness in
character, love for truth etc.
Infact, Bose bowed before
Gandhi's 'single hearted
devotion, his relentless
will, and his indefatigable
labour'. To Gandhi, Bose
was like a son whose 'self
sacrifice and suffering,
drive, integrity and

commitment to the national cause and the
capacity to bind all Indians into one people
were unsurpassed.'

Both Gandhi and Bose were totally
honest men. They were internationalists and
humanists. They were secular in approach and
anti-racial in outlook. In whatever situations
they were and whatever they were doing, their
minds were always diverted towards the

Gandhi and Subhas Chandra Bose

Siddhartha Dash
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liberation of their motherland. The whole life
of both the leaders was an epic struggle for
India's independence. In fact, the life long
"Tapasya" of both, ended with the ultimate
sacrifice of their very lives.

Inspite of all these, there were glaring
differences between Gandhi and Subhas and
in political life both were posed against each
other. Young Netaji was a firebrand nationalist
who believed in the tradition of Tilak and
Aurobindo. Gandhiji, on the contrary, was a
reluctant nationalist who belonged to the
tradition of his mentor Gokhale and Tagore.
Bose's strong revolutionary urge for the
emancipation of his motherland made him
critical of many of Gandhiji's techniques.

In 1920, at the age of 23, Subhas joined
the Non-cooperation Movement which was
going on with all its fury in Bengal under the
leadership of Deshabandhu Chittaranjan Das.
He took prominent part in the agitation against
the Prince of Wales's visit. In protest against
the decision of Gandhi in calling off the Non-
cooperation Movement as a sequence to the
Chauri Chaura incident in 1922, Bose felt
highly dejected. In 1927, Subhas was elected
as one of the General Secretaries of the Indian
National Congress. A British Parliamentary
Commission, known as Simon Commission
was appointed, to fix up the exact status of
India's Constitutional development. Indian
leaders had long been thinking in terms of early
Dominion Status. For Subhas, the demand of
Dominion Status appeared to be too short of
his dream of full freedom. To the utter
astonishment of everybody he roared before
the Commission. 'India shall be free, the only
question is when'? For this bold statement he
incurred the displeasure of the Mahatma who
rebuked Bose in the sharpest language such of

which was never before heard in the public
from Gandhiji.

The year 1927 brought Subhas closer to
Jawaharlal Nehru at the annual session of the
Indian National Congress, which was held at
Madras. They formed the Independence of
Indian League and under their joint effort,
resolution for 'Complete Independence' was
passed. In the next year due to the opposition
of Gandhi the resolution to reiterate the demand
for Complete Independence could not be
approved. Thus Bose's proposal was defeated.
In 1929 to separate Nehru from Subhas,
Gandhiji nominated Jawahar as the President
of Indian National Congress. The Mahatma was
happy as he thought that Bose would be
ineffective without support from Jawaharlal.
But Subhas a different stuff altogether, despite
opposition both from Nehru and Gandhi
declared 1929 to be the year of preparation
for a massive civil disobedience movement.

In the subsequent events that immediately
followed the same sort of ambivalence in the
relationship between these two leaders are
clearly discernible. Subhas praised Gandhiji
for Dandi March and Salt Satyagraha (1930).
He wrote nostalgically 'The march of Dandi -
an event of historical importance which will
rank on the same level with Napoleon's march
to Paris'. He particularly admired Gandhiji
success in involving women into the freedom
movement. At the same time Subhas severely
criticized Gandhiji's participation in the Second
Round Table Conference in London. Bose was
much perturbed by the way Gandhiji played
his cards at the Round Table Conference.
Gandhiji should have spoken, he felt, at the
Round Table Conference, with a firm voice.
In his treatise 'The Indian Struggle' which was
published in November 1934 Subhas wrote,
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'If the Mahatma had spoken in the language of
dictator Stalin, Duce Mussolini or Fuhrer
Hitler, John Bull would have understood and
bowed his head in respect'.

In 1937, Gandhiji felt that Bose was a
force to be reckoned with and hence he should
no longer be neglected. He was further
convinced that Subhas alone could be an
instrument in the split of the Congress. Hence
he decided to elect Subhas as the president of
the Indian National Congress even when
Subhas was not a member of that party. In the
51st session of the Congress held at Haripura
in 1938, Subhas was unanimously elected as
the President. Unfortunately both for the
Congress and the country, the alliance between
Bose and Gandhi remained precarious. Subhas
not only condemned Gandhi's favourite
Charakha but gave a call to modernise India.
He called upon the people to get united for an
armed struggle against the Britishers.

At the presidential election in January
1939, Subhas was vigorously opposed both by
Gandhi and Nehru. Nevertheless, he has
achieved a decisive victory over his opponent
Dr. Pattabhi Sittaramayya, Gandhi's nominee
by 1580 to1375 votes. Gandhiji openly
declared that Sitaramayya's defeat was his
defeat. He said that Subhas's references to his
colleagues were unjustified and unworthy. He
remarked that since Subhas had criticized his
colleagues as 'rightists', it would be most
appropriate on his part to choose a
homogeneous cabinet and enforce his action.
At the Tripuri Congress, Bose as the president
made a clear proposal that the Indian National
Congress should immediately send an
ultimatum to the British Government
demanding independence within six months. It
was opposed by the Gandhian wing and Nehru.

In the midst of the hostile situation Subhas
resigned the Presidentship of the Congress on
29th April, 1939, and immediately proceeded
to form a radical party bringing the entire left
wing under one banner. In this connection, it
would be most appropriate to mention that -
Bose's innate devotion and respect for Gandhiji
remained as firm even though his path was
diverging. He clearly stated 'it will always be
my aim and object to try and win his confidence
for the simple reason that it will be tragic for
me if I succeed in winning the confidence of
other people but fail to win the confidence of
India's greatest man'.

Subhas had his 'last long and hearty talk
with the Mahatma on 20th June, 1940.' He had
pressed Gandhi to launch the struggle taking
advantage of the critical position of the British
in the Second World War. He told that it was
the most opportune time and it was impossible
to think of any other situation in which India
could start the struggle. Mahatma replied, 'why
do you think that we cannot get better
opportunities later on ? I am sure we will have
many such opportunities. Whether England
wins or loses the war, she will be weakened
by it; she will have no strength to shoulder the
responsibilities of administering the country,
and with slight effort on our part she will have
no alternative but recognise India's
independence'.

The whole nation was aroused when
Subhas Bose made his spectacular escape on
17th January, 1941 (it was the day fixed for
his trial for sedition) while under house
detention at Calcutta and finally reached
Germany in order to lead struggle for freedom
from outside. Gandhi, on his part, could never
endorse Subhas Bose joining with the Axis
powers. Even outside India, Bose remained
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unshaken in his deep allegiance to Gandhiji.
His praise and devotion for Gandhi were again
obvious in his broadcast on Gandhiji's birthday
on 2nd October, 1943. 'The service which
Mahatma Gandhi has rendered to India is so
unique and unparalleled that his name will be
written in letters of gold in our national history
for all time'.

Even Gandhiji, while differing from the
extreme methods of Subhas Bose, had utmost
admiration for his unique effort for India's
freedom. On one occasion Gandhiji wrote to
Subhas, 'regarding your love for the country
and determination to achieve freedom, you are
second to none. Your sincerity is transparent.
Your spirit of self- sacrifice and suffering can
not be surpassed by anybody'. On another
occasion in a conversation with an American
journalist, on the eve of launching the Quit India
Movement, Gandhiji defended Bose as 'a
patriot of patriots'. Netaji's last broadcast on
6th July, 1944 addressed to Gandhiji through
Azad Hind Radio, was like a brilliant report
in which he described how 'the high esteem in
which you are held by patriotic Indians outside
India and by foreign friends of India's freedom,
was increased a hundred fold when you
bravely sponsored the Quit India Movement
in August 1942'. Concluding his speech he
fervently sought the blessings of Gandhi,

'Father of our Nation, in this holy war of India's
liberation we ask you for your blessings and
good wishes.'

During 1945 and 1946, Gandhiji came
to know a lot about the exploits of Subhas and
his Indian National Army. While addressing
the INA prisoners he paid unreserved tributes
in hailing Bose as 'Netaji'. He also paid
unqualified tribute to the INA. 'The greatest
among its achievements was to gather together,
under one banner, men from all religions and
races of India, and to infuse in them the spirit
of solidarity and oneness, to the utter exclusion
of all communal and parochial sentiments. It
is an example which we should all emulate.'

It is thus clear from the above that both
Gandhiji and Subhas discussed all the
problems that confronted them, honestly
realised their differences. Their relationship
was based on truthfulness, transparency,
sacrifice and suffering. No wonder, they had
the deepest concern for each other till the end.

Siddhartha Dash is a Gold Medalist, Post Graduate
in Political Science, also having an M.phil degree
and he lives at Govt. Qrs. -3R-9/2, Unit- 9 Flats,
Bhubaneswar -751 022

Hon'ble Chief Minister Shri Naveen Patnaik
receiving a Bank Draft of Rs 1crore 34 Lakh

from Director, Arati Steel, Mr Rajeev Mittal for
development of Khuntuni-Ghantikhal Road at

Secretariat on 14-12-2004.
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In the regime of revolutionary saga of the
Indian Freedom movement the contribution of
Netaji was indeed remarkable. He enriched
himself immensely being inspired by the lives
of the Great Aurobindo Ghosh, C.R. Das, Lenin,
Mustapha Kemalpasha and Garibaldi. He was
a terror to the Britishers who
unlike Gandhiji wanted to put
pressure on the British
Government in the light of the
Italian struggle for liberation and
unification, Irish struggle for
freedom. He was a luminary who
dreamed of a free and resurgent
India by organising a National
Army namely Azad Hind Fauz,
later on renamed as Indian
National Army (INA). These
officers and Army forming part
of the INA were deployed in the north eastern
front to give a valiant fight to the British Army.

He was born to Srimati Pravabati Devi,
his mother and Janikainath Bose his father a
prominent Advocate of Cuttack who later on
became a member of the Bengal Legislative
Council and later on was awarded the title of
Rai Bahadur. On account of the anti-Indian
policies pursued by the Britishers he returned
the title of Rai Bahadur and simultaneously
resigned from the post of Public Prosecutor.

Netaji - The Great Nationalist

Satyanarayan Mohapatra

This no doubt created an impact on young
Subhas. Netaji's ancestral home in Oriya Bazar
has now been declared as a national monument
and a small photo gallery containing his life
has been established there to enable the visitors
to pay homage to this great national Hero. After

his matriculation, which he
completed in the Ravenshaw
Collegiate School he was
admitted to the Presidency
College, Calcutta. During his
college days young Subhas could
not tolerate the abusive langauge
of Professor Oaten against India
and the Indians. As a result of his
differences with the professor
who brought false and frivolous
charges he was expelled from the
college and rusticated from the

Calcutta University in 1916. Finally with the
intervention of Sir Ashutosh Mukerjee, young
Subhas got admission in the Scottish Church
College, Calcutta where from he graduated
with a first class in Philosophy. Subsequently
he went to England and obtained Cambridge
Tripos in Moral Science. He was extremely
brilliant from his childhood, which he had
exhibited during his school days in the
European School at Cuttack managed by the
Baptist Mission. In England he passed the ICS
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Examination securing fourth position in order
of merit. Subhas, who was a fire-brand
nationalist in the true sense of term refused to
continue in ICS by tendering his resignation.

On his return to India from England
during 1921 he met the Great Mahatma and on
his instructions met Deshbandhu Chittaranjan
who was his political Guru until his death in
1925. When C.R. Das was the Mayor in
Calcutta and Subhas as Chief Executive Officer
he was arrested on a vague charge and deported
to Mandalay in Burma. He was released in May
1927. He played his pivotal part in the National
Movement during 1929 when he was elected
as President of All India Trade Union Congress
and in 1930 he was elected as Mayor of
Calcutta. Subhas as a true disciple of Bapujee
also took active part in the Salt Satyagraha
when he was arrested. He publicly denounced
the Gandhi-Irwin Pact and was again arrested
and lodged in prison, which was curtailed on
health ground. Later he went to Europe for his
treatment where he got immense opportunities
to contact various European nations with a view
to elicit sympathy on Indian Freedom struggle.
Netaji returned to India defying Government
orders prohibiting his entry to India and was
arrested. He was released on account of the
overwhelming victory of the Congress in the
1937 General Election. In 1938 at Haripura
Congress Session he was elected as President
of the Indian National Congress and elected
again in 1939 defeating Dr. Pattabhi
Sitaramayya who was the Congress nominee.
Subhas who was a volcanic personality had
differences with the Congress leaders on the
question of delivering an ultimatum to the
British Government to handover India to the
Indians within a period of six months and
finally resigned his Presidentship in 1939. He
formed the Forward Block thereafter within

the Congress and during the Ramgarh Session
it passed a resolution for the establishment of
a provisional National Government in India.
He was however arrested in Calcutta and later
on released.

The escape of Netaji Subhas Chandra
Bose from his house in the Elgin Road, Calcutta
then under the close vigil of the C.I.D. surprised
everybody. According to Dr. R.C. Majumdar,
an eminent historian "Bose's Journey form
Calcutta to Berlin full of thrilling details was
a historic one and its nearest parallel is the
escape of Shivaji from the clutches of
Aurangjeb". From here Netaji cherished a
brilliant idea to seek cooperation of Nazi and
Fascist powers in order to enlist their support
for India's freedom movement and having this
in view he planned his historic escape reaching
Germany where he was received by
Ribbentrop Hitler's right hand man.

In Germany he raised free Indian units
from among the Indian POW's in Germany,
which later on formed the nucleus of Azad
Hind Fauz. At the time of proclamation of the
provincial Government of Azad Hind Fauz, he
took the oath -"In the name of God, I take this
sacred oath to liberate India and the thirty eight
crores of my country men. I Subhas Chandra
Bose, will continue the sacred war of freedom
till the last breath of my life." On taking over
command of the INA he again reiterated that "I
pray that God may give me necessary strength
to fulfill my duty to the Indians under all
circumstances how difficult and trying they may
be."

The Axis power and Japan in particular
expressed its eagerness to see India free. In
Japan he was received by his uncle Rasbihari
Bose who set upon the task of organising an
Army for the Indians, which was founded on
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1st September 1942. Netaji took a long and
perilous journey in a German U-Boat and laters
in a Japanese submarine finally reaching Tokyo
in June 1943. From Tokyo, he proclaimed over
a Radio speech to launch an armed fight against
the British from the India's eastern border. He
reached Singapore on 2nd July 1943 and
assumed the command of the Azad Hind Fauz.

Thus under his esteemed command the
Azad Hind Fauz launched its gallant fight in
the thick jungles of Malyasia and Burma and
later on crossed the Burma-India border. It
reached Indian soil on 21st May 1944 and
hoisted the Indian Tricolour Flag in the city of
Imphal. It could not make much headway and
finally had to withdraw to the east Bank of
Chindwan. Its progress was adversely affected
on account of the surrender of Japan during the
2nd World War, which resulted in general
withdrawal.

It is reported that during his journey form
Singapore to Tokyo he was killed in an air
crash at Taihoku Air port, Formosa on the 18th
August 1945. Controversy lingers about his
death, which the people of India hardly
believed. Hugh Toye author of the 'Springing

Tiger - A Study of Subhas Chandra Bose' has
put it thus: -

"Every where Indians mourned for a time half
believing that some miracle would cause him
to reappear when least expected and this was
some new strategy of disappearance, and even
now as the years pass some still look for him
or see momentarily disguised as a Sanyasi
roaming through the hills and villages of free
India."

Netaji, no doubt left an indelible mark
in the history of Indian Freedom movement.
He had all the faith of a prophet and the courage
of a crusader. His credentials as a Patriot and
true National Hero burnt into the very soul of
those followers and members of the Azad Hind
Fauz the so called INA through his speeches
and writings forms an asset of the Indian
Freedom Struggle. Above all other persons he
laid the moral foundations for the cause he stood
for.

Satyanarayan Mohapatra lives at L/3-78, Acharya Vihar,
Bhubaneswar-751013.

Hon'ble Chief Minister Shri Naveen Patnaik inaugurating the Enterprise-2004
organized by CII at Exhibition Ground, Unit-3, Bhubaneswar on 22-12-2004.

Shri Biswabhusan Harichandan, Minister, Rural Development, Industries and Law is
also present.
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Thakur Shree Abhiram Paramahansa Dev was
not only a well known religious teacher and
famous social reformer but also a great freedom
fighter. He was the only Oriya saint who
struggled for independence of motherland. His
heroic role during the period of great National
movement recognized him a
partiot  and true lover of
mother India. Achievements of
Sri Abhiram Paramahansa Dev
in freedom movement is
remarkable. His contribution in
the field of literature, religion,
peace, love and brotherhood
was incomparable. He was a
great spiritual leader who
created numbers of disciples
and followers. He had started
a religious and cultural
movement in Orissa to create
renaissance among the people.
He was a great lover of truth and peace. The
life history of this notable saint is very
interesting. He took birth on 18th January 1904
in a small village of  Puri district. After
completing his primary education he became a
school teacher. After some days he left the
teachership and started meditation in
"Khandaba bana" near Brahmagiri at the age
of eleven. There he also worshipped goddess

Vanadurga (Purnamasi). By the grace of
Vanadurga he became a great Sadhu. He
became very popular and with many disciples,
sanyasis and devotees everywhere  he started
spiritual renaissance. His followers with love
called him Shree Thakur. Shree Thakur moved

from village to village in
Cuttack district for peaching his
ideology, divine thought and
spiritual values among the
people. Shree Thakur had
written a famous book named
"Kali Bhagabata". Some
patriotic elements are available
in this great book. When Shree
Thakur was at Ichhapur village
of Cuttack district he wrote the
first six chapters of the historic
book Kali Bhagabata. This
book admired the greatness of
Shree Thakur in the freedom

struggle of India. The book  Kali Bhagabata
composed by Shree Thakur, criticised the
harmful activities of the mighty Britishers. First
six chapters of this book were published from
Berhampur. Publisher Sashibhusan Rath had
printed it in his  Assha Press. In the critical
period of the national movement this book had
much impact on the people. Abhiram
Paramahansa Dev had written in such way that

Freedom Fighter
Shree Abhiram Paramahansa Dev

Pabitra Mohan Barik
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many chapter has two different meanings. The
surface meaning differs from its inner meaning.
Especially the chapters 4 and 22 have two
different meanings. In Kali Bhagabata Shree
Thakur described about the future political
situation of India. The words Mahatma, British
Emperor of that time George-V, Congress,
Satyagrahis are found in the book Kali
Bhagabata. Thakur Abhiram greatly
appreciated the non-violent method adopted by
Mahatma Gandhi against British emperialism.
In Kali Bhagabata Abhiram Paramahansa Dev
clearly praised Gandhiji as "Mahamanab" with
a great soul. Shree Thakur was a great
supporter of non-violence and Satyagraha
which was adopted by Gandhiji in the freedom
struggle. Shree Thakur also condemned the
arbitrary ruling of the Britishers and advised
the people to join as freedom fighters under
the leadership of M.K. Gandhi to achieve
freedom. Shree Thakur spoke about the Quit
India movement of 1942 much before the
historic incident happened. He also advised
people not to co-operate with British
administration. Shree Abhiram raised his voice
against oppressive ruling of Emperor George-
V. He also encouraged the Satyagrahis for their
selfless struggle for Mother India. The book
Kali Bhagabata earned popularity and widely
circulated all over Orissa. Due to anti British
feeling the book provided fuel to young mass
of Orissa to oppose foreigners in any case.
Shree Thakur is the only one saint of Orissa
who actively and bravely participated in the
Indian National Movement. A group of anti
social people who were the great supporter of
Britisher complained against Shree Thakur in
Mahanga Police Station for his anti-British tone
in Kali Bhagabata.

Sub-Inspector of Mahanga Police Station
Durgananda Mishra managed to get a copy of

Kali Bhagabata but being unable to understand
the real meaning  of sentences, sent a
confidential report to Orissa Police Head
quarter at Cuttack on 2.2.1934. The report
forwarded by the S.P. C.I.D (Special Branch)
to A.P. Buckley, the S.P. (II) (Special Branch)
of Madras for detailed examination and
necessary action. The Chief Secretary of
Madras Govt. Mr. G.T.H. Bracken ordered to
file a case against the author, publisher and
printer of the book Kali Bhagabata. The case
was filed on 20.9.1934 under CRP Rules - 195
Section 124/A. The offence of Thakur
according to the British Government has been
quoted in the book "So Say Abhiram" page
bearing No.18 - 4th paragraph "The said
publication contained several passages and
seditious matters intended to bring into hatred
and contempt of His Majesty, the King -
Emperor and the Government established by
law in British vide India". Government order
was issued No.437 public (general) dt.
30.4.1934 of Indian Press Act (Emergency
Power) under Section 19, published in Madras
Govt. Gazette, to seize all copies of the book
Kali Bhagabata and orders were passed that
the State Govts. should notify in their Gazettes
that "any person who will be found reading
Kali Bhagabata will be liable for imprisonment
for one month or a five rupees fine." Shree
Thakur was arrested on 26.9.1934 at Karamala
Ashram and was confined in Chhatrapur Jail.
Sri Thakur was presented to the District
Magistrate Mr. A.F.W. Dixon's Court at
Chhatrapur on 28.9.1934. The trial started from
29.9.1934 and ended on 13.12.1934.

At that period Shree Thakur was thirty
years of age. At last the Judgement came in on
31.12.34 that Abhiram Paramahansa being
founded guilty, was given punishment of
rigorous imprisonment for one year. Shree
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Thakur was taken to Berhampur District Jail
on 13.12.1934 and there after to Rajahmahendri
Jail on 10.1.1935 to avoid public agitation.
Sashi Bhusan Rath the publisher of that book
was also awarded same punishment. Many
prominent persons were presented during the
trial. Among them Nilakantha Das viewed his
feeling about Shree Thakur in his book "Geeta
Prabesh". Sri Raman Murty well known
advocate was arguing this case on behalf of
Shree Thakur and Lingaraj Panigrahi was the
lawyer of Sashibhusan Rath. The sentence to
Thakur was relaxed for 41 days and he was
released on 1.11.1935.

Shree Abhiram Paramahansa Dev a
prominent religious teacher of Orissa
sacrificed his life for the sake of Mother India.

His life long performance is remarkable. He
is highly respected by the people of Orissa due
to his outstanding contribution in the freedom
struggle, social reform and religious teaching.
His thought is implanted in the minds and hearts
of the people of Orissa. Abhiram Paramahansa
Dev occupied a high position in the religious
world. His outstanding contribution towards
secularism, mankind, social reform would be
remembered for ever. Shree Thakur occupied
a great place in the heart of the common people.

Pabitra Mohan Barik is a Lecturer in History in
S.H. Mahavidyalaya, Madanpur, Khurda - 752054.

A delegation of the tribals of Kalahandi District handing over a memorandum
to Hon'ble Chief Minister Shri Naveen Patnaik in his Assembly Chamber for

rapid execution of Aluminium Project at Lanjigarh on 28.12.2004. Shri
Balabhadra Majhi, Minister, Scheduled Tribes & Scheduled Castes

Development (Scheduled Tribes Development) is also present.
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Orissa was conquered by the British on the
4th October 1803. This conquest was followed
by the Paik Rebellion due to the economic
reasons and the faulty revenue policy of the
Britishers. The Paiks were not only deprived
of their ancestral landed property but were
subjected to extreme oppression and tyranny,
as a result of which the Daleis, Dalbeheras
and Khandayats rose against the British.

Though Buxi Jagabandhu had surrended
on the 25th of May, 1825 in response to the
unconditional pardon of the Company
Government, the valiant Paiks of Tapanga had
fought against the Britishers in 1827 under the
able stewardship of Shri Madhab Chandra
Routray, the Dalbehera of Tapang. After eight
years of Tapang Rebellion, the people of
Banapur rose against the British rule and had
declared themselves independent and free in
1836. The person responsible for the mass
upsurge of such magnitude was none other than
Shri Krutibas Patasani, the brave son of Shyam
Sundar Patasani, and the Dalbehera of Arang.

It was the auspicious day of 1st June,
1836. A meeting had been convened by Shri
Krutibas Patasani in Arang, which was
attended by Sardar Panchanan Nayak, Sardar
Lochan Bisoi of Rodang, Shri Siba Bisoi, Shri
Sadhu Jani, Shri Dina Jani and many others. In
this meeting it was resolved and decided that
Banapur must be freed and declared
independent of British rule. But as customs and
traditions demand a king must declare the

independence and therefore this meeting
elected Sardar Panchanan Nayak as their leader
and he was named as Raja Saran Singh. After
this election, the meeting changed into a Durbar
and Raja Saran Singh nominated Dalbehera
Krutibas Patasani, as his minister and general.
The Raja declared the independence of
Banapur at this assembly of Paik leaders and
it was also decided and resolved to launch
attack on different police-stations and
Government officials to defy the laws of the
British rule. According to this decision, on 4th
June 1836, General Krutibas Patasani and
Sardar Lochan Bisoi started their war
expedition and advanced from the hilly tract
towards the plain land of Banapur. The
Dalbeheras and Paiks of Biribadi, Sana
Sarapur, Betuli, Balei, Burigan, Gutaspur,
Balidihi, Bhusmkpada and Bheteswar joined
with them being armed with swords, country-
made guns, bow and arrows. The Police got to
know the news of the advancement of the Paik
rebels and issued orders to the Daleis and
Dalbeheras of different Garhs to send their
Paik troops but the orders were not duly
honoured.

The police force of Banapur had modern
arms, ammunitions and explosives at their
disposal and to help them in resistance eighteen
more Sepoys from Khurda rushed to Banapur.
The Police force with their superior arms and
explosives resisted vigorously against the attack
of the rebels and the rebels had to retreat. But

Sahid Krutibas Patasani : The Crusader of
Banapur Rebellion of 1836

Braja Paikaray
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at last the police had to faced defeat and fled
away for life. The rebels set fire to the Banapur
police station and burnt it. They also looted
the houses of the rich merchants who were
helping the Britishers.

On 5th June, 1836 the rebels assembled
at Bheteswar Ghati which became their main
centre of activities. From this place Raja Saran
Singh issued orders and summoned the Daleis
and Dalbeheras of different villages to send
their Paik troops. To meet the war expenditure,
Magan (donation) was collected from the
people. Huge preparations were made for
launching attack rebels at Barkul on 6th June
morning. Raja Saran Singh marched forward
by palanquin and General Krutibas on his
horse. The Paiks of Kantabal also joined the
rebels and the troops arrived at Barkul in the
evening. The police and the Government
officials had already fled away before the
arrival of the rebels. The rebels stayed in the
night in the nearby villages of Barkul and
Chilka and returned to Bheteswar Ghati on 7th
June 1836.

The rich persons and the business
community became panic-stricken by the
declaration of independence by the rebels in
apprehension of danger to their lives and
properties. Therefore they conspired among
themselves and planned to make this rebellion
a failure.

According to their plan and tactics they
came with a proposal to Raja Saran Singh and
General Krutibas Patasani for the attack of
Tangi police-station and assured their full
support to the rebels in case of attack. They
also invited the relel leaders and their followers
to a grand feast to be given in their honour.
The revel leaders with their followers attended
the feast at Bhimpur given by the conspirators
without knowing their ill designs. The rebels
had kept and heaped all their arms and weapons

in one place while enjoying the feast. Availing
this opportunity, the traitors took away all the
arms and weapons of the rebels with the help
of their people and arrested the Paiks in a
defenceless condition.

Raja Saran Singh, General Krutibas
Patasani and Sardar Lochan Bisoi managed to
escape and fled from the clutches of the British
police officers and the traitors, creating much
panic in their hearts and minds. The rebel
leaders went to Nayagarh and stayed there in
cognito, but were soon captured by the king of
Nayagarh and were handed over to the British
officials. General Krutibas, Sardar Panchanan
alias Raja Saran Singh were awarded death
punishment. A Government order was issued
to the effect that no member of Krutibas's family
would be entitled to use the designation of
"Dalbehera". The Jagir lands of Krutibas
Patsani were made "Khas" and was withdrawn
by the Britishers. The inhabitants of Niladri
Prasad, Berhampur, Jirapada and Nuagan were
ordered to vacate their native places. The
rebellion was crushed and suppressed and
peace was restored in Banapur.

Krutibas Patsani was a great patriot, an
able general, a powerful organiser and a man
of determination. Though he was well aware
of the fate of Buxi Jagabandhu and the Paik
Rebellion of 1817, his brave heart and freedom
loving spirit impelled him not to submit before
the British but to wage war against their
injustice and tyranny. He was the crusader of
Banapur Rebellion of 1836 who could venture
to fight against the mighty British rulers against
heavy odds.

Braja Paikray is the Addl. Govt. Pleader, Bhubaneswar
and lives at Plot No.342/B, Jagamara (Barabati),
Bhubaneswar-30.
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Upliftment of Harijans in Sambalpur
(During British Rule)

Antaryami Behera

Harijan means 'a Man of God'. God is a friend
of the friendless, help of the helpless, saviour
of the doomed and strength of the despised.
Truly, this has been the perception of the vast
multitude of the 'untouchables' whom Gandhiji
started calling as Harijans out of sympathy for
their poor lot. Earlier, these people were
identified as Antyajas, Panchmas, depressed
classes and exterior  castes. They were kept
outside the pale of the Hindu social order for
thousands of years and were, therefore,
considered outcastes. Presently, they are 74
types in Sambalpur recognized as Scheduled
Castes.1

The phenomenon of untouchability in the
primitive and ancient society fades into
insignificance before this phenomenon of
hereditary untouchability for so many millions
of people, which we find in India.
Untouchability among Hindus is thus a unique
phenomenon unknown to humanity in other parts
of the world.2 Nothing like it is to be found in
any other society primitive, ancient or modern.

It is being increasingly believed that
education can be a powerful means to
ameliorate the suffering Harijans and for over
coming the social, psychological and economic
barriers under which they have been reeling
since long. The consciousness for upliftment

through educating Harijans emerged during the
nineteenth century and is still on. The idea
originated with the coming of Missionaries with
the East India Company. The Missionaries
considered the British conquest of India as a
divine dispensation, a punishment for the sins
of the people for abysmal depths of Indian
Paganism and as a promise of redemption from
the most deprived and cruel system of
superstition, which ever enclaved a people.
Consequently, the British system of schools
emerged as the focal point of the Missionary
activities. When some people started
embracing Christianity, a few Harijans also
stepped in. In fact, they had nothing to loose in
the battle of religious wits. Rather, they found
that it saved them from the age-old sub-human
treatment.3

The Woods Despatch of 1854 was the
first official attempt to draw the attention of
the Government to the neglected problem of
transmitting useful but practical knowledge to
the great mass of our people. On their
recommendations, the provincial education
departments came under administrative
supervision of the British officers who by their
nature were averse to discriminations based
on caste system and sympathetic to the Harijan
communities.4
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A contemporary event of the period was
the legislation of Caste Disabilities Removal
Act of 1872. The British Government, by
introducing a uniform system of law in the
country, dealt a severe blow to the social and
legal inequalities. The Act granted equality of
treatment to all irrespective of their castes. This
forfeited the legal status of caste institution. In
comparison, fresh job avenues, which had no
roots in the old caste-based occupational
hierarchy, came up. The doorway to getting jobs
in the new system was through education under
the emerging British systems.5

Spread of education proved to be the
most powerful tool for bringing about the much
immediate social change among the depressed
class people. Gandhiji's continuous
propaganda against untouchability was much
more impressive and effective in this direction.
These factors not only helped a great deal in
generating social consciousness among the
low-caste people but also led to a considerable
improvement in their social status. The Harijan
Movement launched by Mahatma Gandhi for
the welfare of Harijans achieved a great
success in Sambalpur.

The year 1928 was a remarkable year
for the people of Sambalpur, when Gandhiji
had arrived first time at Sambalpur on 23rd
December. He stayed with Chandra Sekhar
Behera and was pleased with the behaviour of
the people of Sambalpur.

In Maneswar (8 K.M. to the east of
Sambalpur town) Lower Primary School in
1930, Mr.N.M.Senapati, Deputy Commissioner
of Sambalpur found a Ganda (by caste) boy
sitting in the open outside a room where a class
was going on. The teacher feared that if the
untouchable boy would be allowed to sit in
the class room, the other boys would be

withdrawn from the school." The Deputy
Commissioner took the boy by hand and seated
him in the class. He ordered that even if all the
other boys were withdrawn, the school would
go on with only one Ganda boy. Actually
nothing happened. The school went on as usual.
It is not that untouchability was abolished, but
no parent dared to defy the Deputy
Commissioner's decision.6 It was the first
attempt in the district against the practice of
untouchability.

Gandhiji's decision to began his fast on
20th September 1932 had its marked
repercussions all over Orissa.7 At Sambalpur,
people of all walks of life and even oldmen
and children thought of allowing the
untouchables to enter the temple and use the
wells. In this way they presumed that the life
of Gandhiji might be saved. On 27th September,
prominent high caste Hindus met in the
residence of Chandra Sekhar Behera and
formed a Committee to hold regular meetings
in order to educate the public for the removal
of untouchability.

The Anti-untouchability Movement under
the leadership of Chandra Sekhar Behera,
Laxminarayan Mishra and Nrusingha Guru
assumed a new dimension in 1932. A "District
Anti-untouchability Committee" was formed in
a public meeting on 26th November 1932 at
the Fraser Club, Sambalpur.8 The district
committee was to consist of twenty-one
members. A Sadar Committee of the
organisation was also formed with fifteen
persons as its members. An Anti-untouchability
meeting was also held in the town of
Sambalpur on 4th December, 1932 under the
Presidentship of Chandra Sekhar Behera.9 A
Working Committee consisting of six members
was formed in the said meeting. In 1932 (18th
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December), a resolution was passed to admit
the untouchables into the temples of Sambalpur
district.1 0

Gandhiji did not plead only for political
privileges of the Harijans. He aimed at a social
and spiritual reawakening of the caste Hindus
to eradicate untouchability. More
representation of the Harijans in the legislature
would not solve the problem. All caste Hindus,
Gandhiji wanted had the duty to remove it.11

Gandhiji had to pay a short visit to
Orissa and it was his second tour to Sambalpur
on 5 May, 1934 in connection with Harijan
Movement.12 In the beginning, Sambalpur and
Angul had been excluded from the tour
programme but the strong argument of
Nrusingha Guru convinced A.V.Thakkar to
include Sambalpur in the tour programme of
Gandhiji.1 3

The visit of Gandhiji to Sambalpur for
Harijan welfare had a tremendous impact on
national life. Despite the formidable resistance
of the Sanatanists the pilgrimage of Gandhiji
gave momentum to the programmes like Rural
Reconstruction, Harijan Welfare and
Promotion of Khadi throughout Sambalpur and
heralded a new era of social emancipation.
Most of the socio-religious activists who
became constructive workers, devoted
themselves whole-heartedly for the socio-
economic upliftment of the people of
Sambalpur.

Many Congressmen, of course were
critical of Gandhiji for his new emphasis on
Harijan Welfare but eventually his mission
proved to be a remarkable success in creating
a new identity of the Harijans vis-a-vis the
National Congress. The nationalist struggle
against the alien government became more
vigorous and purposeful here after.

During the year 1938-39, the number of
schools specially meant for depressed class
community reduced in all Orissa level from
442 to 295 due to classification of such schools
into Depressed Class and Tribal separately.
But in the district of Sambalpur in particular
the number of such schools rose from 9 to 12.
The district had received various grants from
Government for the development of depressed
class pupils of Sambalpur.14 Subsequently, from
the academic session 1939-40, there was a
rapid decline in the number of depressed class
institutions all over Orissa due to the
amalgamation of the depressed class with
higher class. But its result was negative in case
of Sambalpur district. The number of Schools
rose from 16 in 1939-40 to 18 in 1940-41.15

The Government pleased to the performance
of depressed class students of the district and
awarded scholarship to two Lower Primary
School students of Sambalpur district at the
state level.1 6

As a result, the Government took some
steps for the upliftment of Harijans. In 1946,
the Temple Entry Authorisation Act was passed
by the Government of Orissa for the upliftment
of Harijans.17  In the same year, the Government
also passed the Orissa Removal of Civil
Disabilities Act, 1946 for the untouchabilities
and it was appended to the constitution of India
later on.
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A teacher-scholar and a literary critic, Prof.
Prafulla Kumar Mohanty, has won the
prestigious Central Sahitya Akademi Award of
2004 from Orissa, for his book 'Bharatiya
Samskruti O' Bhagabat Gita' (Indian Culture
and Bhagabat Geeta). Last year
the same award also went to
another Oriya literary critic
Prof. J.M. Mohanty. Really a
strange similarity that both are
retired English Professors. Both
of them use to write in Oriya and
English languages. Besides,
there is another critic with the
same name. He is Dr. Prafulla
Kumar Mohanty. Despite strong
resemblance in the name, title
and literary achievements, there
are also some differences. Prof.
Mohanty was an English teacher in government
colleges but the other was an Oriya teacher in
privately managed colleges who got his Ph.D
on Fakir Mohan Senapati. But I know both of
them as literary critics.

In retrospect, I remind my association
with the celebrity around twenty four years
back. Winner of the Sahitya Akademi Award,
Dr. Prafulla Kumar Mohanty's literary
personality really impressed me. At that time I
was a member of the working committee of

the Sarala Sahitya Samsad, a leading literary
organisation of Orissa, named after the famous
Sarala Das the father of Oriya literature. We
members were contemplating that Sarala
Mahabharat's interesting stories should be

retold by the famous authors and
published. Accordingly we
compiled the stories in Oriya
which was edited by Prof.
Pathani Pattnaik, the former
President of Orissa Sahitya
Akademi. But most of the
members again decided to go for
the English translation, which I
thought was stupendous. Hardly
there was four months time. Each
members felt that poet Sarala
Das's work should be circulated
widely and they insisted on me

as well as on Samsad's Secretary, Er.
Prabhakar Swain to materalise the task of
translation. Subsequently, we tried a lot with
some well-known translators. But they
declined. So both of us came down to
Bhubaneswar and requested Prof. Prafulla
Kumar Mohanty for translating Sarala stories
into English within a month or so. By that time,
he was the Vice-chairman of Higher Secondary
Council (also known as Plus two Council) At
first he was reluctant. But when he heard of

A Literary Critic Wins
Sahitya Akademi Award, 2004

(Prof. Prafulla Kumar Mohanty)

Gurukalyan Mahapatra
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the sacred purpose of  popularising Oriya
literature abroad, he accepted it. We both were
extremely happy that after a month of hard
work, our plan finally worked. Subsequently,
Vikash, a well known publishing house in New
Delhi, published the stories from Sarala
Mahabharat in time which was released in our
annual function.

Prof. Mohanty
has got atleast
fourteen books to his
credit. When asked
about his reactions to
this award, he said,
'I am neither happy
nor unhappy, you
know me well.' He
has written three
Oriya books which
contain literary
criticism, out of
which the Bharatiya
Samskruti O'
Bhagabat Geeta
(Indian Culture and
Bhagabat Geeta)
won the Sahitya
Akademi Award
recently. The other
two books are 'Biraha O' Anya Bibhaba Mane'
and Kichhi Akas Kichhi Mati.

Prof. Mohanty of course has written
poems, stories and plays in Oriya, but is known
as a critic in our literary circle. His literary
criticism is unique and distinguishable from
others. His style and critical analysis today
attract the readers. You can find and appreciate
some of his critical writings in which present
derives its meaning from its relationship with
the past. In the present life process and living
amidst clash between the past and present

situations are also reflected in his writings. So
also, the interaction of the tradition, culture or
the social change captures his imagination,
which is conspicuous in his criticisms. In one
of his essays (Gandhi's Bharat) Prof. Mohanty
concludes that Gandhiji seems more relevant
today. In his another critical essays on Oriya
periodicals, he narrates the problems and

remedies.

Prof. Mohanty,
h o w e v e r ,
voluntarily retired
from the post of
Professorship in
English in
Ravenshaw College
in 1997 to join the
profession of
journalism. He
would have retired
in 1998, but he
retired one year
earlier. Both of us
worked together in a
news paper. He did
edit the weekly one
and I was looking
after the news in the

daily. I was contributing articles and news
stories for the weekly whenever he told. I
requested him for articles to be published in
the daily. Both of us left the newspaper
establishment for personal reasons. But we
have been writing for our language and
literature. He devoted most of his time in
reading and writing. The critical appreciation
and analytical pursuit made him a powerful
writer both in Oriya and English.

He is a good translator. His assiduous
translation works have been praised. Well

About the Award Winning Book

Satabdira Shesha Ankare Bharatiya Samskruti & Bhagabat
Geeta (Indian Culture in the last part of the century &
Bhagabat Geeta) which owned Sahitya Akademi Award
recently is a unique creation. Here he compares with
erudition the cultural and spiritual ethos of East and West
and subsequently justifies East's significance. The author
promises of the eternal life not in heaven but in earth itself
in the new millennium like an eternal optimist. So at the
outset he boasts of being an Indian who stands firmly on
his mother land's cultural and spiritual tradition to present
his ideas blissfully. Both his erudition and bizzare
experience is found in his philosophical essay book of
233 pages. The well known artist and the writer Dr.
Dinanath Pathy's cover page art and Gyanajuga
publication's production, no doubt has made this book
attractive, but this book is adjudged as one of the
progenitors of modernity  in Oriya language and literature
of the new generation. This book first appeared in the new
year of 2000 A.D. The Bhagabat Geeta, the holy scripture
of Hindus have been interpreted differently, really a meaty
book of this century.
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known play wright Manoranjan Das's famous
play 'Katha Ghoda' has been translated by him
into English as the 'Wooden Horse.' He has also
translated from English to Oriya, 'The History
of Kannada Literature' which has been
published by the Central Sahitya Akademi.

Prof. Mohanty is also a creative writer.
He has a short story collection, titled, Shesa
Apekhya (The Final Waiting). Besides, his
three plays are Kala Janha (The Block Moon),
Mala Akash (the Dead Sky) and the Saraga
Sanyasi (Affectionate Saint).

His English books include, (1) Religion,
Democracy and Other Reflections (Reflective
Essays), (2) The Joys of Poetry (Criticism)
and Quite Flows the Mahanadi (translation
of award winning Oriya short stories, published
by Orissa Sahitya Akademi). He is also writer
of two educational essay books i.e. Festivals
of Orissa and the Communication Skill.

Prof. Mohanty has also translated the
famous Oriya classic of Gangadhar Meher's
poetry 'Kichaka Badha' as 'End of Kichak'
which has been  published by Sambalpur
University.

Prof. Mohanty's latest publication is a
criticism i.e. Nidaghare Kabi (Sun-baked Poet)
is equally a powerful book which reflects the
post-modern era in a different way. Its first
chapter deals with the unique language of the
post-independence Oriya poetry. Its last
chapter is also interesting. A full-fledged
criticism of Gopinath Mohanty's popular novel
'Laya Bilaya' justifies that even this vernacular
novel excels the world famous novels Moby
Dick and The Old Man and the Sea in many
ways.

Guru Kalyan Mohapatra is a Freelance Journalist and
lives at D-10/5, Unit-8, Bhubaneswar-12.

Managing Director, Orissa Power Generation Corporation handing over a
dividend cheque of Rs 31 Crore  25 Lakh to Hon'ble Chief Minister
Shri Naveen Patnaik at Secretariat as share of State Government

on 29-12-2004.
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Today Computer has revolutionized
thoughts and actions in every sphere of life. It
is used as rapid problem solving equipment in
the field of science and technology, commerce
and industry, medicine and agriculture,
education and  research, administration and
planning etc. Computers are said to be status
symbol for advanced management. As they
transmit and transform calculations at
marvellous speed they are known as 'Giant
Brains'. The Computer is basically a piece of
electronic equipment, which is fast, accurate
and versatile. It touches almost every sphere
of activity. It makes possible what a man could
not do earlier in the conventional way.

A Computer is an electronic
computational device having internal storage,
a stored program of instructions, and the
capability of modifications of the set of
instructions during execution of program.

In any organization computerization
should be done in four phases. In first phase,
computer is used only for transactions
processing, wherever such a need exists, like
stock records, personnel records for pay and
wage bills, and sale records. In second phase,
the traditional operating systems are improved
so as to take advantage of first phase. Such
areas are cost accounting, budgetary control,

inventory management and sales forecasting.
In third phase, systems are designed with the
computer, which will affect the decision-
making styles of the managers. The areas of
application in third phases are: Project
planning through PERT, product mix decisions,
cost benefit analysis, operation research. In the
fourth and last phase, advance areas are
applied, like policy and strategy decisions with
Management Information System (MIS),
corporate models with simulation, cybernetics.

In India, first phase is most common
specially in small organizations, whereas in
most Government departments, and in medium
private and public sector second phase of
application is generally used. A majority of
larger industrial organizations, both in private
and public sectors, are adopting and improving
third phase applications with the aid of
Operation Research techniques. A few
organizations have evolved efficient and
effective M.I.S with a promise of sophistication
of the fourth phase applications.

Computers are used for helping
modernization in industrial undertakings,
whether it is manufacturing and processing
industry, power distribution system, airlines
booking, railway booking, banking system and
so on. Modelling and simulation also uses

Computerisation and Performance Evaluation

Er.  Ashis Kumar Mahapatra

Suresh Chandra Sarangi
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computers. Computers have greatly accelerated
research work, may it be medicine, engineering,
physical or social sciences, meteorology or
astronomy, in space or in defence fields.

Business organizations use computers to
store and maintain voluminous records for use
as and when required. These areas are
inventory control, market research, sales
analysis, pay roll, accounting, resource
scheduling and managerial control etc.

Computers are also used for data
collection and statistical works in employment
exchanges, documentation centers, police
departments, hospitals, libraries and taxation
departments etc.

It must be noted that computer can not
do any thing of its own, as these are machines
created and managed by men, and has no brain
of its own, and can do only on the instructions
of its operator. It is an obedient slave, which
carries out master's orders as long as it can be
understood by him.

Modern Computers possess following
important characteristics and abilities:

• Can perform complex and repetitive
calculations rapidly with accuracy.

• Stores large amount of data and
information for subsequent
manipulations.

• Helps in making decisions.

• Provides information to the user.

• Automatically correct or modify certain
parameters of a system(by providing
signals).

• Draw and print graphs.

• Converse with users through terminals.

Management Planning for Computerisation

The assumption that the computer being
a sophisticated machine will be able to carry
out the work of the management and relieve
the management of their functions is erroneous.
Intricate and detailed planning is all the more
necessary for successful implementation of the
computer based systems. The fruits of
computerisation accrue in terms of higher
productivity for the organization.

Introduction of computer in the
organization is a major investment decision. It
requires the maintenance of infrastructure
facilities and an organization of highly qualified
people to develop software, operate, and
maintain the systems. It is an important tool to
decision making in all the functional areas.
Computer applications cut across department
boundaries of all levels. Computer can deliver
goods just on the press of button is only a
misconception. It requires very intricate and
detailed planning. The management planning
for computerization can be broadly classified
into six distinct stages:

• The feasibility study

• Computer selection

• Resource preparation

• System design and programming

• Installation

• Operation, maintenance, evolution and
review.

1. Feasibility Study :

This is a techno-economic analysis to
determine the technical viability and economic
justification for the application of computer.
The study can be conducted either to install a
new computer or hire computer from another
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organization or upgradation of an old computer
on the basis of a number of proposed
applications. The feasibility study focuses at
determining the total cost, one time and
recurring, for each application and justifying
it against the expected benefits in terms of
timeliness, accuracy and quality of information,
direct reduction of cost on reduced manpower
requirement, space and furniture for the
employees, stationery etc. avoiding duplication
of effect.

2. Computer Selection :

Next step is the selection of computer
model and appropriate configuration out of the
large variety available in the market, ranging
from personal computers to micro-computers,
mini-computers and main-frames. Choice of
Computer model and  the configuration depends
upon the need of the organization. Help of
computer manufacturers can also be taken to
find out about various models, hardware
facilities and software support available. If
enough expertise is not available within the
organization, help of expertise's can be taken.

3. Resource Preparation :

The delivery period of the computer
should be utilized for resource preparation,
system design and programming. Important part
of resource preparation is the recruitment and
training of personnel for operation,
maintenance etc. The other aspects are room
preparation, air-conditioning, purchase of file
media, stationery etc.

4. System design and programming :

It is desirable that the system design and
programming for all the applications should
be completed before the installation of the
computer so that the computer can be
adequately utilized from the very beginning.

However, this is very difficult in reality due to
resource constraints and lack of experience.
In actual practice the use of computer increases
with time as and when new applications are
installed. System design is carried out by a team
consisting of one or more system analysts and
representatives from the user's department for
each application.

The complete systems design should then
be discussed with the programmers, so that
system of test data and test results can be
supervised by the system analyst.

5. Installation :

After the system is fully programmed and
tested, it is ready for installation. Change over
to the new system is generally preceded by a
pilot run and a parallel run. Computer based
systems are very sensitive to human errors and
expect a high level of discipline from the
people involved in the operation of the system.
The format of new   forms and code
dictionaries should be distributed well in
advance and staff trained to use them. A
constant dialogue of the systems team and the
trainers should be maintained with the
operational staff during the pilot run and the
parallel run.

6. Operation, maintenance, evolution and
review :

Operation, maintenance, evolution and
review is a continuous process after the system
has been installed. Smooth operation is highly
dependent on the proper documentation and
detailed operational instructions in the form
of a system manual.

Computer Based Information System

Computer based information system
should provide -
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• Planning

• Control information

Which has to be processed and analysed
in a way that supports the management decision
process.

1. Management Planning Information

Information are required for following
type plannings :

• Strategic Planning (long-term planning) :
Determining long-range objective, setting
goals and formulating policies to achieve
the objectives.

• Technical Planning : Planning for obtaining
resources and the effective utilization of
these resources.

• Operational Planning(short-term planning) :
Planning for specific tasks. For planning,
following three types of basic informations
are generally required :

1. Environmental Information : The
economic, political and social
environment in which the organization
operates.

2. Competitive Information : The nature of
competitive organisatons, their past
performance, current activities and
projected actions.

3. Internal Information : Characteristics,
resources and other important aspects
of the organization.

2. Management Control Information

An effective management control system
has two elements ;

1. Plan, objective or standards : These
indicate as to what is expected of the
company or unit. Deviation requires
explanation or corrective action.

2. Processing System for measuring and
reporting actual performance against
the plan. The data processing system
provides performance reports at
periodic intervals(say weekly or
monthly).

Fig: Management Planning Information

There should be procedure for issue of
special 'warning' notices to alert the
management if there is a condition needing
immediate attention.

Conversion of Manual to Computer based
M.I.S.

The steps involved in the conversion of
M.I.S.(Management Information System) from
manual to that of computer based system are
as follows :
• System description
• Input documents
• Output documents
• File design
• Programming
• System trial
• Documentation

1. System Description

System description is prepared after
defining the problem and carrying out
preliminary investigation. This description is
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basically a statement of the major inputs,
outputs, processing operations and file
requirements.

2. Input Documents

In next step, it is necessary to specify
how the information will be put in computer
acceptable format. Input format is selected
considering the volume of information, its
frequency and accuracy of requirements. The
computer stores this information in the memory
for future processing. Input document must
provide all the relevant information contained
in the system description.

3. Output Documents

These are subject to more or less same
considerations as input documents. Since this
represents the purpose or objective of the entire
operation, this is given more care. As
management is concerned with this output
document; more care should be taken in its
design.

4. File Design

System and file designs are closely
associated and therefore, those should be
considered in conjunction with considerations
of the types of computer, storage capacity, input
and output media and formats.

5. Programming

Programming is done in two steps, in first
step documenting of programme logic is done
through the use of flow charts. After the
programmer has decided the exact flow of the
programme, he explains the logic used in
computer language. Flow charts can also be
written in the sequence of instructions. This
sequence of instructions that works together to
perform a task is called a programme. This
programme is stored in the memory, and the
processor has access to these instructions, as
and when required.

6. System Trial

After the program is written and run, it is
placed in memory. Then the computer is run
on trial for verification, by executing the
instructions of the programme in sequence. The
errors, if any are corrected.

7. Documentation

Following types of documentations are needed:

• For those providing input, a clear
description of exactly what input is
expected and what input is not
acceptable.

• For those running and maintaining the
system, all the technical documentation
generally are done during the
development process.

• For those using the output, a clear
description of what the output means, and
note about its limitations.

Information Storage and Retrievals - Data
Bank

An individual's personal knowledge can
only be acquired and stored in his memory and
then retrieved and manipulated and when
required. The capacity of memory can be
augmented with other storage media, i.e, books,
magazines, forms, records, files etc. However,
more and more organizations are adopting
computers for storing, processing, and
retrieving information. Information and
knowledge relating to the organisation's
management and operations can be stored in
memory of the computer, and is known as data
bank.

Today's managers are more involved in
paper work and they have no time for planning
and evaluation. They spend more time in
searching and handling information.
Information is voluminous and scattered, and
often difficult to obtain.
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Duplications of records in many
departments, and similar information in
different departments are common. One
information is required in different files,
depending upon the nature of the firm, type of
organization and type of information, even
when they are not aware of other departments
and their problems.

Therefore, the need is for proper
designing and implementation of a M.I.S.
Sometimes it is difficult to handle such
voluminous information through manual system.
Therefore computer based M.I.S. is necessary
with a central information system, and a
framework to facilitate mechanization.

The data bank overcomes these
problems of manual system like accumulation
of information in an information center where
'one set of record' is maintained which avoids
the maintenance of separate record files, and
also tends to integrate different functions and
departments of the company.

The data bank, which is also called as
central database is constructed to store and
retrieve the information used in common by
various sub-systems of the company. Modern
information processing technology allows a
high speed, random access and mass storage
device to store large volumes of data
concerning various aspects of the firm. All
relevant information about the company's
operation is contained in one readily
accessible file, arranged in such a manner that
duplication is avoided.

Er. Ashis Kumar Mahapatra is working as a Scientist
at National Informatics Centre (N.I.C), Orissa State
Unit, Bhubaneswar, (Ministry of Communication &
Information Technology, Government of India).

Suresh Chandra Sarangi is working as Data Entry
Operator, Public Enterprises Department, Government
of Orissa, Bhubaneswar.

Hon'ble Chief Minister Shri Naveen Patnaik discussing with Ms Constance
Bernard, Sector Director, Agriculture and Rural Development,

South East-Asian Region of World Bank at Secretariat on 13.12.2004.
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History is not only the compendium of the
biographies of great men,  it is also embodied
in a man like Rabi Singh Majhi, who took an
humble origin from a Gond community and
whose ancestors were the natural inhabitants
of a small tribal village called Batibedha of
Umarkot in undivided Koraput district.  His
contribution to India's freedom struggle must
have been well compared with the small
squirrel of the  Ramayan fame, who, with an
intense desire to participate in the war of
liberation waged against Ravana for releasing
Sita, carried little amount of sand on his
shoulder to unload at the spot where
setubandha (a bridge) would be constructed.
His tribal origin made him to know about the
untold sufferings of his community.  His intense
zeal, undaunted spirit and unmolested
determination intermingled with the spirit of
self-sacrifice, self-confidence and self-
reliance made him to tolerate all the atrocities,
punishments and wrath of the government
servants of the British India.

Born in a Gond tribal family of
Batibedha village on 12th October 1922 to
Patu Majhi and Dukhi Majhi, Rabi Singh Majhi
was nicknamed as Buti by his grandfather Ghati
Majhi who grew up with filial love of the
nature and with the tyranny and exploitation of

Ribini (Revenue Officer), Garadu  (Forest
Guards) and Jaman (Police Constable).
His childhood witnessed an unethical exactions
of all the resources that a tribe had in his
possession, i.e., rice, unhusked rice,
blackgram, gram, horsegram, cattle-wealth,
pumpkin gourd, sweet potato, oatmeal, barley,
chicken, swan, pigeon etc.  A tribe enjoyed all
his possessions so long as he was not targeted
by any government agent.  The tribes of 1922
of Batibedha had learnt only to speak, "Oh!
Lord; we are your shoes.  You are our father
and mother."

According to the Government of India
Act of 1919, Jeypore Zamindari was declared
as a backward region as a result of which
administration was entrusted to local chief who
further appointed a number of sub-ordinate
officials to carry out administration on his
behalf in the remote tribal region. Those
subordinate officials with a competitive spirit
of making a good fortune for themselves left
no stone unturned in misappropriating tribal
wealth in the name of administration, revenue
collection and safeguarding of the forest wealth.
They were diplomatic and tactful enough to
adopt a policy of 'divide and rule' for ensuring
their self-interest.  They implemented it on
village people by making a promise that for

An Untold Story of Rabisingh Majhi
Dr. Binodini Das
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rendering best services to the sub-ordinate
officials they would be rewarded with
prestigious positions of village administration
like gauntia, nayak, ganda, chalan, pujari,
mustadar, muthadar, bhuktahera etc.  This
lucrative offer made the leaders of the tribe
the henchmen of the government officials as a
result of which the former became a helping
tool to the latter in their exploitative activities.

The system was so developed that a
tribal man called bethia  had to render his
worthy and useful services to a government
official without any opposition, grumble and
resistance, bearing all sorts of humiliations and
without any wages.  Violation of work led to
beating in black and blue.  The group of tribal
village authorities like nayak, ganda, and
chalanas were called as ganjaita, who
collected revenues from the village people by
giving them receipts or sometimes confiscated
the arable lands in favour of others.  For these
two activities, they were also called as rasida
and jamichhada.  Among other systems meant
for rendering essential services for officials,
mention may be made on kathakaudi (to collect
the fuel in form of woods, from the village for
the officers), ghara chhapara (to cover the
roofs of the houses of the officers by providing
straw, bamboo and salia rope from royt's own
account before rainy season), saplai (the word
is derived from the English word 'supply'.  It
means the village people would have to
provide unhusked grain, gram, vegetables,
chicken, ram, goat, oil and ghee when the
officer would make a tour to that village),
gadam (it is one of the most heinous practices
in which the tribal people were driven out by
village gauntia from their agricultural
produces in whole not for paying the interest
of the loans which was five times higher than

the original loan they had taken from the
gauntia, who, on the other hand, did it at the
instructions of the officers.)  Dolibuha was the
most hated and humiliated service that the tribes
were compelled to render scornfully.  Doli is
indicated to a container which is made up of
bamboo sticks and used in the bullock cart.
As there was no vehicle for moving from one
village to another, officials preferred to be
carried on by sitting on a doli, which was to
be carried by four to five tribal people on their
shoulders.  Once, Ramakrishna Pattanaik Rao,
a Circle Inspector of Umarkot police station,
who was carried on a doli shouldered by Patu
Majhi, father of Rabi Singh Majhi, urinated in
the doli which flowed on the body of doli
bearers.  Besides, their labours were exploited
and utilised in the construction of roads and in
luggage bearings.

Amidst all such adversities, Ghati Majhi,
a man of dynamic outlook took the initiative to
educate his grandson Rabi Singh Majhi and
became a source of inspiration to him.  Due to
his efforts Rabi Singh received an elementary
education of learning the alphabets from a
teacher Narayan Majhi, who was popularly
called as Kalanaga  teacher in Banuaguda,
which is situated  12 kms away from Batibedha
village on Umarkot-Chandahandi road of
present Umarkot Tahasil.  He was much more
influenced by his teacher's unblemished
character, determination, truthfulness,
politeness and affection.  Then at the age of
ten, i.e., in 1932, he was sent to a school
situated in the Bhamini village  where he found
Dinabandhu Majhi, a man of Pujariguda with
fifth class qualification and Binayak Mohanty
of Nawarangpur.

It took five years to Rabi Singh Majhi to
be promoted to class three in 1937.  In the same
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year, he got initiated into Gandhian concept by
a man called Sunadhar Nayak, the gauntia of
Bhamini village, who became a member of the
Indian National Congress by paying four annas.
Gauntia means a person who was selected by
a king as village chief or nayak, whose main
duty was to collect sista (revenues) from the
village people thrice in a year, i.e., in summer,
in rain and in winter, and to deposit it in the
royal treasury.  Baring a few the gauntias were
mostly influential persons with a cruel and
heinous character.  But Sunadhar Nayak, a man
of sober character whom Rabi Singh
considered as his spiritual preceptor
revolutionised his mind and heart.  He
explained to Rabi Singh about non-violence, a
cardinal principle of Gandhiji to be followed
in course of freedom struggle and how to carry
out non-cooperation in which sista and gadam
were not to be paid.  He organised meetings in
different villages popularising Gandhian ideas
and ideologies and also tried to influence two
persons to be the members of Congress
Working Committee.  In the month of January
1938 a meeting was organised on the perch of
the house of Rabi Singh in Batibedha village.
In January, 1938 Laxmi Chandra Das,
Muhammed Baji, Annaji Rao, Jagannath
Tripathy and other Congress workers also
organised a meeting in Batibedha village
explaining the village people about Gandhian
ideology and also initiating the people into the
art of developing self-confidence, self-
determination, self-reliance and self-sacrifice
to fighting against the British Raj. Ghati Singh
spared his favourite grandson Buti (Rabi Singh)
for the cause of the nation.  Since then Rabi
Singh became an active member of the Indian
National Congress and visited from village to
village alongwith Sunadhar Nayak for
awakening the people from their deep slumber

and creating a sense of national consciousness
in the minds of the people.  He persuaded the
people to refuse to pay gadam and also
influenced the people of Batibedha to take an
oath in the name of Gandhiji not to be addicted
to alcoholic drinks and not to pay sista
(revenue) to Sukchand Panka.  Rabi Singh
gradually won the support of the village
people.  He took the leadership and destroyed
the brewery centres in different places
alongwith other Congress members.  For this
act he became an object of vengeance of
Sukchand Panka, who was in charge of
collecting sista on behalf of the government.
Sukchand Panka, a man of mean and cruel
character being advised by Baga Pujari chalked
out a plan to outcast him.  So he was beaten on
the way while returning from the school.

Patu Majhi, father of Rabi Singh
maintained silence when he was called on by
Kasi Biswanath Sahu, the then Tahasildar of
Nawrangpur Taluk.  He was told that all the
acts of Rabi Singh was illegal and treacherous.
So the act of Sukchand Panka was appreciated.
The Tahasildar gave a serious threat to Patu
Majhi, telling him that if Rabi Singh would
continue with this sort of activities and provoke
the village people not to pay sista or gadam,
it was obvious that their properties including
their plough-share and oxen would be
confiscated.

The villagers people of Batibedha
village were so determined that they decided
in a meeting to get their autonomy by boycotting
all sorts of relation with Bhamini village.
Henceforth, they should be included in a
separate mutha; one ganda should be elected
from among the village people, who could
collect the sista; a chalan for giving
information to the government, and above all,
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one pujari  (priest) for worshipping Mother
Earth and another one for the worship of God
would be selected.  Accordingly, Naharu and
Patu Majhi were selected as pujari (priest) of
God and Mother-Earth respectively.  The
demand of the village people reached to the
Diwan of Jeypore through Benudhar
Gadanayak, the Circle Inspector of Police.
Batibedha was ceded from the Bhamini village
and a ganda  was entrusted to collect the
revenue.  It is a great landmark in the history
of freedom struggle of India that a tribal village
set an example how to get freedom in the face
of stiff resistance and corruption, suppression
and extractions.  This incident provided further
impetus to Rabi Singh to fight boldly against
corruption.

With the declaration of Second World
War, India was declared as a belligerent country
without the consultation of Indian leaders by
the British government.  This was a great
betrayal to Indian people and Gandhiji
protested vehemently against this despotic
move and gave a clarion call for practising
individual satyagraha.  This message spread
like wild fire and the people of Batibedha
village were charismatised with Gandhian
mantra not to pay a single pie for the sake of
war and to be imprisoned voluntarily by
practising individual satyagraha.  Credit
should go to Rabi Singh, Ghasiram Panka,
Yugadhar Majhi, and Sanu Majhi, who took a
resolution to make an experience what
satyagraha was?

In 1939, Rabi Singh, accompanied by
Sunadhar Nayak and Jayaram Basudev educated
the people of Raighar, Jharigan, Podagad and
Singapari villages with Gandhian message.
His sincere determination, devotion, effort and
labour dedicated to the cause India's freedom

struggle drew the attention of eminent leaders
of Koraput like Sadasiv Tripathy and Laxmi
Chandra Das.  Out of a number of training
centres to train the freedom fighters, mention
may be made of Taragaon village near
Nawarangpur which was directly supervised
by Sadasiv Tripathy and Laxmi Chandra Das.
The trainees were taught how to create public
relation so that the Congress ideology could
be popularised.  Besides, they were trained in
general prayer, spinning the cotton in spinning
wheel(charkha), weaving the clothes and
service to Harijans.  Rabi Singh alongwith
other associates joined in this training centre
as a trainee.

Returning from Taragaon, Rabi Singh
cultivated a friendly relationship with all the
Congress workers of all the villages of
Nawarangpur area.  He taught to his village
people how to cultivate cotton and to spin the
thread in the spinning wheel.  It was due to his
persuasion, the Gond people of Umarkot left
the habit of keeping long hair, and doing a knot
pushing kakei (a wooden wedge) on it.  So
also he popularised khadada and got
accustomed to it.  Once again, Rabi Singh
entered into Nuaput training centre.  There he
got the opportunity to come in direct contact
with Biswanath Das, Acharya Harihara,
Gopabandhu Choudhury, and Godavarish
Misra.  There he was initiated into a sense of
strict discipline and Gandhian principles, i.e.,
faith in non-violence, truth, prohibition,
boldness, boycotting foreign goods,
renunciation of worldly desires, and above all,
to be free from untouchable concept.  He
translated his training centre experiences and
knowledge into letter and spirit by awakening
the people to know about their rights and what
rights they were deprived of.  So also he
created consciousness among the people to
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know about those, who were responsible for
their miseries.  He became so popular by 1939
that when a Congress Working Committee was
established at Umarkot, Laxmi Chandra Das
nominated him first.  Balaram Kalar, Sarabu
Ganda and Gunu Ganda became the members
of Congress Working Committee.  He became
a target of government officials.

He was not given a chance to be arrested
as the first satyagrahi of Umarkot in the year
1940 as he was below 18 years of age.  But he
was selected to join in the individual
satyagraha which was recommended by
Mahadev Desai in 1940.  In the month of
December 1940, he sent an information in
writing, following the instruction of Congress
Working Committee to the District Collector
and Superintendent of Police of Koraput to
carry out satyagraha.  Though police was not
well aware of the nature of satyagraha, still it
became vigilant and sent information to gandas,
chalans and nayaks of the villages to keep a
watch on all Congress workers.

On 8th January 1941 it was decided to
launch an individual satyagraha in the next
morning.  All the Congress workers should
gather at Batibedha village and would start a
procession from there.  So, on the early morning
of 9th January 1941, Batibedha village was
crowded with men, women, dhangada (young
boys), dhangadi (young girls) and Congress
workers from a number of villages.  Rabi Singh
started his procession  moving towards Hirapur
with the slogan, "Bharat ma ki jaya".  Reaching
Hirapur, he addressed a huge gathering of
people saying, "Brothers, listen to Gandhiji's
message.  The Gora Sarkar is destroying our
nation.  The agent of the British government
are taking away our clothes, rice, blackgram
and Bengal gram.  Now war is going on.  We

are asked to pay for war.  Gandhi Mahapru
tells us not to pay a single paisa as sista,
gadam, etc.  We are fighting for the truth.  We
should die but not fear.  We are practising non-
cooperation.  Have patience,  Swaraj will
come.  Jaya Bharata mata."  This fiery speech
mesmerised the crowd.  The entire atmosphere
was filled with the slogans against British rule.
Suddenly four to five police men and ten to
twelve forest guards crept into the meeting
ground and arrested Rabi Singh without facing
any resistance.  He walked alongwith the police
force to reach  Umarkot police station.  Then
in the next morning, he was sent to
Nawarangpur.  On 11th January 1941 he was
presented before the magistrate who on the
basis of police report, description of eye
witnesses and above all, Rabi Singh's bold and
brave declaration admitting to carry out
satyagraha issued his judgement that
"according to case No.5/41 of Umarkot police
station, culprit 913, Rabi Singh Majhi, son of
Patu Majhi of village Batibedha, P.S. Umarkot,
District: Koraput for creating disaffection
against the British India government, is hereby
declared to be imprisoned for six months and
charged with a fine of Rs.30.00, failing which,
another two months imprisonment according
to Penal Code of 38(5), and 34(b) of
Government of British India."  Immediately in
the next morning he was sent to Koraput jail.

The jail was considered as the cradle
bed of inhumanity, cruelty and oppression.  Rabi
Singh got the opportunity to meet Laxman Naik
and his associate Narasingha Chalan of Matili.
Other satyagrahis like Sadasiv Behera and
Dambaru Talia of Jeypore, Gopinath Pujari of
Sanagumma, Kaliajani of Papadahandi,
Sadasiv Rana of Tentulikhunti, Mancha,
Khagapati Pujari of Boriguma Palasara, Hari
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Amanatya of Bamanikata of Nawarangpur, etc.
were also in the same jail.  All of them made a
resolution to bear whatever sufferings would
come, but let not allow the enemies to torture
the common villagers.  He was much influenced
by Laxman Naik's sacrifice who being  the son
of a Muthadar of Matili forsake all his
pleasures for the sake of the nation.  Rabi Singh
was released from the jail on 23rd June 1941.

Returning home he was shocked to know
about premature death of his first child.  As
directed by the President of Umarkot Congress
Working Committee, he gave a notice to start
satyagraha from the Bhamini village, the
cradle bed of corruption and oppression.  In
July 1941 without caring for heavy shower of
rain, he travelled from village to village
spreading the message of the Congress.  He
was arrested on 8th August 1941 while
addressing a meeting at Bhamini village along
with Muhammad Baji.  On 13th August 1942
he was once again imprisoned for two months
with a fine of Rs.50.00 and  was sent to Koraput
jail. Once again he met Laxman Naik,
Gangadhara Jola and Thakur Das in the jail.
To protest against the inhuman treatment and
unwholesome food given in the jail, which
became a great cause for taking a number of
prisoners' lives, Gangadhara Jola of
Nandapura and Thakur Das of Patangi
protested vehemently, as a result of which both
of them were beaten severely in front of other
freedom fighters and Jail Superintendent.  Sanu
Majhi suffered from torture when he protested
against this barbarous act.  So all the freedom
fighters under the leadership of Laxmi Chandra
Das took a vow to raise protest movement
against this inhuman and barbarous treatment.
It was decided that following Gandhian
principles of peace and non-violence, a protest
movement should be carried out by observing

fasting as long as no redressal measure would
be taken to replace the unwholesome food.  The
jail authority was also informed about this
move.  The threat of beating, punishment and
fear did not deter them from the vow that they
had taken it as a protest against the jail
authority.  When the freedom fighters observed
it sincerely, the government authorities tried
to make a compromise and the bread prepared
out of mandia was substituted by rice in the
night.  It was a great victory for the freedom
fighters.

Rabi Singh's family suffered from untold
miseries as Sukchand Panka created heinous
plots to harass and humiliate the family
members.  Sukchand Panka made a false appeal
to the government that Patu Majhi had stolen
away all the amount on the way while he was
returning after collecting sista.  So Patu Majhi
was imprisoned for two years.  Rabi Singh got
released from jail on 13th October 1941.

Gandhiji evolved a new technique, i.e.,
'do or die' as an accelerative measure of "Quit
India Movement", which was to be launched
throughout the country on 9th August 1942.
Gandhiji was arrested on the early morning of
9th August.  Biswas Ray was arrested in
between Salur and Patangi while carrying out
the programme of Quit India Movement.  But
before his arrest he instructed other fellow
freedom fighters to distribute pamphlets
containing Gandhiji's speeches on Quit India
Movement.  Rabi Singh volunteered to
distribute the pamphlets in rural areas on which
it was written that, "British Government Quit
India; Gandhiji told us to fight for Swaraj and
be a leader of yourself.  There is nobody to be
considered as government.  Work with non-
violence.  Please do not give tax, panu and
gadam ."  He was assisted in his work by
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Balaram Kalar and Saradhu Gauda.  Visiting
from place to place with his co-workers, he
inspired the people of villages of Jharigaon,
Raighar and Umarkot area.

An information highlighting the dynamic
move of the Nawarangpur Congress Working
Committee, i.e., "all the Congress workers of
Umarkot and its surrounding areas decided to
gherao the Umarkot police station following
the principle of non-violence.  Slogans should
be given according to Congress instructions.
And you as a leader of Congress will represent
the area under your jurisdiction," reached to
him while he was carrying out the campaign
explaining the nature and character of Quit India
Movement.  So he reached Banuaguda in the
night of 14th August 1942 to preach his
message.  He proceeded to Badabharandi
village on 15th August 1942 and conducted a
meeting there in the night in Baga Pujari's
residence.  It was unanimously resolved that
police station of Umarkot would be gheraoed
on 24th August 1942 for which all the Congress
workers would assemble at Mahishmanda
village on the very day.  Then distributing
responsibility among themselves, they got
dispersed.  Bali Pujari, son of Baga Pujari was
assigned with the duty of  keeping relation with
the freedom fighters of Umarkot, while
Sudarsan Pargania and Rabi Singh were placed
in charge of Podagad and Raighar respectively.

As per the scheduled programme, the
Congress workers from Podagad, Singadhari,
Karamari, Bakadabedha, Chataguda, Pulla,
Bijapur, Batibedha, Hirapur, Khanda,
Sunabedha, Anchala, Raighar, Ekamba,
Melabedha, Badabasini, Sindhiguda, Bakada
Khadaka and Murttrumaru gathered at
Mahishmanda village on 24th August 1942.
Led by Rabi Singh, they proceeded towards

Badabharandi singing Ramdhun on the way and
holding shovel, axe, hatchet, cudgel and flag.
They reached at Badabharandi at 10 O' Clock
and got the blessings of Baga Pujari.  From
there, they proceeded to Dangarguda and took
rest there for some time.  When Rabi Singh
discovered these warring instruments, he made
request to leave those by telling Gandhiji's
principle of non-violence.  So all the workers
left their weapons and crossing Kusumguda
reached a market place called Badahata at
Hatapada of Umarkot.  Rabi Singh also
addressed the crowd of the hata explaining the
Gandhian ideology.  Some police constables
using their cudgels tried to disperse the crowd.
Circle Inspector Benudhar Gadanayak's polite
appeal to the freedom fighters suggesting not
to create any disturbance did not have any
impact on the people.  But with the slogans of
Bande Mataram, 'Bharat Chhada', Bharat
Mataki Jay, 'Mahatma Gandhi ki Jay', etc.,
the freedom fighters provoked the police.  The
police and forest guards took an attempt to push
them into a barricade.  One of the freedom
fighters fell on  the ground with slogans in his
lips when he was hit by a policeman's gun.
Some of the workers who witnessed this event
got infuriated and at the spur of the moment hit
on the police with cudgel.  So Sub-Inspector
Trilochan Misra ordered for a blank firing.
Rabi Singh was obstructed by Mangalu Pujari
of Saraguda when he came forward to protest
against the atrocities of the police.  Rabi Singh
was forcibly sent back.  To make the situation
worse, an elephant was left there.  Police also
used cudgels mercilessly on the freedom
fighters.

The freedom fighters lost their courage
due to absence of Rabi Singh.  So the irritated
workers gave the slogan, 'arrest us and put us
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in prison'.  To get the information on Rabi Singh,
a number of freedom fighters like Ghasiram
Panka of Butisargi village, who was popularly
known as Dandakatia, Balchand Nayak and
Laikhan Jani of Anchala, Sukhananda Pujari
of Badabharandi, Sanu Bhatra of Dhadra-
karamari, Masuram Ganda of Banaguda and
Balaram Sethi of Panas were arrested.  A blank
fire was made when people protested against
this illegal arrest.  People got terrorised and
left that place.

On that very night a warrant was issued
by the police for Rabi Singh's arrest on charge
of spreading discontentment against the British
rule, destroying government property, and
responsible for beating and scolding the police.
Rabi Singh managed to escape and reached
Badabharandi via Sankumari village.  There
he learnt about the extreme inhuman atrocities
of the police.  But Rabi Singh inspired all of
them and Bali Pujari and others took an oath to
continue freedom struggle amidst all restraints
and obstacles.  He spent that night there.
Apprehending police interference, Rabi Singh
escaped to another village without notice.

Baga Pujari of Badabharandi suffered
from police atrocities.  A cash award of one
thousand was declared by the government on
Rabi Singh, Harischandra Gauntia, Siva Majhi,
Balaram Sethia, Buti, Ghasiram Panka and
Sanu Majhi.  So the gandas, nayaks and
chalans, who worked for the police came into
action and set a programme how to capture
those freedom fighters.  Mention may be made
on Matili Firing of 21st August 1942 in which
Linga Bhumia and Nakula Madakami
sacrificed their lives and a number of deaths
occurred at Papadahandi also on 24th August
1942 due to police firing.  These two inglorious
activities of the police had cast a deep

influence on Rabi Singh.  He was really
shocked to listen the news and decided to
emerge from his hidden place in order to
console the Papadahandi people.  As it was
difficult to escape the notice of police, he
preferred to go there in the guise of a woman.
So, finally he and Pasur Nayak dressed as wife
and husband started from Saraguda to visit
Papadahandi.  Crossing Baunsabedha,
Dumarda, Karagaon, and spending the night in
Siva Majhi's house at Jamguda, they proceeded
towards Papadahandi.  He returned back to
Pilbasini village listening the news that in
search of him police was encamped in
Sunadhar Nayak's residence at Karaki.  He was
refused asylum by Bata Pujari of Pilbasini
village, who was also a Congress worker.
Then he proceeded to Panjiaguda where he
organized a meeting in the house of chalan
Panja Mudi.  He was advised by Panjia Mudi
not to proceed to Papadahandi.  So he returned
back from Panjiaguda and reached Saraguda
escaping tactfully the vigilant eyes of the police.

Here he got the information how police,
with the help of Sukchand Panka and Jaga
Pujari had tortured his family members and
forcibly took away all sorts of agricultural and
pastoral wealth from his house.  After two or
three days, i.e., on 12th September 1942 he
returned back to his own village, where his
father suggested him to migrate to some other
place leaving the ancestral abode.  Rabi Singh
consoled his father and other members of the
village not to take such steps.

Rabi Singh decided to inform the Circle
Inspector Benudhar Gadanayak, a man of rare
liberal and considerate character about the
heinous activities of Sub-Inspector Trilochan
Misra.  Benudhar Gadanayak advised him to
submit a report under the signature of his
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grandfather, which should be attested by
witnesses.  The extreme poverty of his family
compelled him to work as a labourer in
Bombay-Nagpur railway line.  Simultaneously,
he worked for the Congress.  Once again, he
was caught by Sukchand Panka while driving
his cart and was brought to Bhamini village
where he was tortured severely.  Next day he
was brought to Umarkot for trial.  A trial was
made for him and Baga Pujari in which both of
them admitted their involvement in Congress
activities and organization of  meetings in their
houses.  So he was imprisoned.  But after two
months he was released.

It was on 15th August 1947, Rabi Singh
hoisted the national flag of free India at
Umarkot with an eloquent speech addressing a
huge gathering that, "Brothers !  We got the
freedom amidst extreme sufferings and
sacrifices.  Man like Baga Pujari and Laxman
Naik are no more with us to enjoy this golden

moment.   Hatapahari, bethi and gadam are
now abolished.  We are for the nation and the
nation is for us.  Brothers !  We should take an
oath that we must speak the truth, we should
not be jealous of others; we should be brave
and bold and live without fear; we must
endeavour to maintain the prestige of our
nation.  We, all are the children of this nation.
Bharat Mata ki Jay."

History of India's freedom struggle owes
a lot to Rabi Singh.  He is the inspiring zeal
and a rare example of how the strong
determination and self-confidence imbued with
unselfish attitude could overcome all sorts of
adversities that come on his progressive as
obstacles.

Dr. Binodini Das is a Senior Faculty Member in the
P.G. Department of History, Ravenshaw Autonomous
College, Cuttack.

HELP LINE IN SPECIAL RELIEF COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE

Help Line has been set up in the office of the Special Relief Commissioner at Red
Building of Orissa Secretariat, Bhubaneswar in order to facilitate in providing information
regarding the missing persons in the wake of earthquake  in the sea-bed (Tsunami) occurred
on 26.12.04 in different part of the country. The Help Line is functioning from 9 A.M. to
9 P.M.  Persons those who are seeking information about the missing persons may contact
(0674) 2400161, 2322977 & 2404320  giving all details.

The Special Relief Organisation, Orissa will take efforts to contact the State
Governments concerned and obtain possible information. The information seeker should
provide their contact telephone number and address so that the information if available can
be passed on. In case of any information being obtained due to their own effort or on
receiving information from missing persons, the information seekers may inform the Help
Line in order to avoid repetition of effort.
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In ancient times, Orissa known as Kalinga had
brisk overseas contact with different parts of
the world. She had her glorious days when her
brave and adventurous sailors made daring
voyages to different far-off lands. These
voyages were followed by peaceful
commercial intercourse which contributed not
only to the material prosperity of Kalinga but
also to the dissemination of her religion and
culture in the foreign soils resulting in the
development of mutual close relationship. The
spread of Kalinga's religion and culture was
further accelerated by the growth of political
power. Hence, the Oriya culture, customs,
beliefs, ideas, language, script and manners
were popularised in those lands where
settlements were established by Oriya
merchants, missionaries and political
adventurers. Kalinga had maritime contact with
the Roman Empire, Africa, Persian coast and
Arabian countries in the west and China, Japan,
Siam, Champa, Burma, Ceylon etc. in the east.
Besides, the countries with whom the people
of Kalinga maintained enduring commercial
and cultural relationship were the islands of
Java, Sumatra, Bali and Borneo, collectively
known (classically) as Suvarnadvipa or the
modern Indonesia. The link between Kalinga
and other countries was prolific. The maritime
trade of Kalinga brought in vast amount of
wealth and glory and the prosperity of Kalinga

beyond doubt was largely due to her overseas
trade with distant lands. The people of Kalinga,
infact, played a leading role in the Indian
overseas activities. Referring to the discovery
of a Babylonian ivory seal from the precincts
of Barunighat temple at Baripada (a news
published in English daily Hindustan Standard
dated 13th October, 1953, Calcutta with
caption, "Babylonian seal unearthed")
J.P.Singh Deo1 assume that there was trade and
commercial link between Baripada area
(Mayurbhanj) and Babylonia. This supposition,
however, has to be confirmed with more
archaeological data.

Contact With Rome and the Western World

In the early centuries of the Christian Era
Orissa had active trade contact with the western
world, especially with the Roman Empire. The
western trade flourished because of the demand
for luxury articles of Kalinga in the Roman
Empire. The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea2

(Ist century AD) of an unknown author besides
mentioning the Kalingan port of Dosarene, has
referred to the trade relation between Kalinga
and the Roman world. He mentions Dosarene
as producing the best type of ivory known as
Dosarenic. Ptolemy,3 the Greek geographer
during the second century A.D. has referred to
another famous port of Kalinga named Palur
from where ships disembarked directly across

Maritime Contact of Ancient Orissa with the
Western World

Dr. Benudhar Patra
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the Bay of Bengal to the South-East Asian
countries. The discovery of rouletted ware from
Sisupalgarh4 near Bhubaneswar and Tamluk in
the Midnapore district of modern West Bengal
is very significant in this regard. The rouletted
ware was first identified and dated by Wheeler5

at Arikamedu. These were probably brought
into Orissa by the Roman merchants. It may be
mentioned that Roman bullas have been
discovered at Sisupalgarh6 and Roman coins
at Biratgarh and Bamanghati7 in the Mayurbhanj
district, which suggests trade link of Kalinga
with the Roman empire. Besides, a gold coin
bearing Graeco-Roman motif together with
pottery fragments and terracotta figures of the
Roman origin have been also discovered from
Tamluk8 (the site of ancient Orissan Tamralipti
port). A terracotta Greek tablet containing the
thanks-giving of an unknown Greek sailor to
the East wind has been discovered at Tilda,
situated between Tamluk and Bamanghati.9 The
poet Dandi in his Dasakumara Charita10  has
referred to the coming of the Greeks to the port
of Tamralipti. Apart from this, the recent
archaeological excavations at Manikpatna in
the northern tip of the Chilka lake which has
brought to light the Roman rouletted pottery
and fragments of an amphora substantiate the
clue of Orissa's contact with the far off Roman
Empire. Further, to corroborate Orissa's
contact with the western world, another
valuable archaeological evidence has been
reported from the Khalkatapatana port
excavation. The discovery of a thin egg-white
glazed chocolate pottery and thick chocolate
glazed pottery of the Arabian origin are worth
mentioning. The former has mainly bowls and
the latter are the fragments of storage jars.
These were first noticed in the excavations at
Khalkatapatana.

It is difficult to determine the volume of
trade between Kalinga and the Roman Empire.
But it is certain that much of the gold of the

Roman Empire had been drained-out to India
by the third century of the Christian era.11 The
acute shortage of gold coins led to the
circulation of copper coins in the Roman
Empire during the early centuries of the
Christian era. It is said that the financial
instability resulting mainly from the adverse
trade relations with India must have become a
potent factor for the fall of Roman Empire.1 2

The merchants of Kalinga in a sense were
instrumental in bringing economic ruin to the
Roman Empire and consequent economic
prosperity to the Indian sub-continent.

Pearls and diamonds probably
constituted two principal articles of export of
Kalinga to the Western World. The manufacture
of best type of diamonds in ancient Orissa have
been referred to by the classical writers. The
Hirakud region of Sambalpur on the banks of
the river Mahanadi was famous for the
production of diamond.13  The diamond of this
region was sold as an attractive item in the
markets of Rome, Persia, Egypt and Greece.14

Gibbon in his 'Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire'15  has said that the diamond of
Sambalpur was much prized in Rome and was
sold at a high price in the Roman markets.

Pepper was another important item of
export to Greece and Rome. Its export was in
such abundant quantity that it was called
Yavanapriya in the Indian literature. Pliny
refers to the pepper and ginger of India and
their great demand in Rome where they were
sold by weight like gold and silver. Besides,
Indian spices like cinnamon, malabathrum,
perfumes, precious stones, pearls, silk, muslins
and cotton were in great demand in the Graeco-
Roman world. Silk, muslin and cotton were
sold at fabulously high prices in Rome.1 6

Medicinal herbs and ivory were also exported
to the western countries from India. Kalinga
seems to have supplied all the above articles
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in considerable quantities. In turn among the
articles of import from the western world
mention may be made of gold, aromatic, ware,
glass etc. B.S. Das17  says that commodities
were exported from Orissa to earn the Roman
gold. He also says that with the shrinkage in
gold supply from the Roman markets during
the post-Kushana period the Orissan merchants
looked towards the Far East.18

Kalinga also had overseas trade links
with Africa. The representation of a giraffe,
purely an African animal, not seen anywhere
else, in the sculpture of Konark only proves
that Kalinga had commercial relations with
Africa. The depiction of a giraffe in the Konark
temple suggests that in ancient days either some
people of Kalinga might have gone to Africa
and seen the giraffe or one live giraffe must
have been brought to Orissa by some merchants
enabling many to see it. However, the sculpture
of giraffe on the wall of the Sun temple is so
accurate that the sculptor must have actually
seen a live giraffe. It is hardly likely that the
sculptor would have travelled to Africa. So a
giraffe was actually brought alive by sea from
East Africa to Orissa.19  Probably the Ganga
emperor Narasimhadeva-I (A.D. 1238-1264)
heard of the existence of this strange animal
from Arab traders who carried on most of the
trade with Africa and commissioned them to
fetch him a specimen.20 In fact, the sculptured
panel of the Konark temple depicts the Ganga
emperor being presented with the African
animal. The problem of bringing a live giraffe
(which normally lives on the green leaves of
trees) on such a long sea-voyage in a small
boat must have been considerable, but
evidently they succeeded in their mission. A
Chinese Admiral named Cheng Ho21  who
visited East Africa in the fifteenth century A.D.
is known to have brought back a live giraffe to
the Ming Court in China. Therefore, we can
see no reason why a giraffe could not have

been actually brought as a curiosity to Eastern
India in the 13th century A.D.

Besides, some of the art specimens also
testify to the relation of Kalinga with the
western world. A study of the art of the
Khandagiri-Udayagiri caves (gumphas)
reveals the use of West Asian decorative
elements. They are honeysuckle, acanthus,
stepped merlons, winged animals etc. Some
of the pilasters facing the doorways of the
Ananta-gumpha have ghata bases, ornamented
in the Hellenistic fashion. A Yavana (Graeco-
Roman) guard is shown on the left pilaster of
the cave in the upper-storey of the Ranigumpha.
The kilted foreigner is in boots and wears a
fillet on the forehead, while a sheathed sword
hangs from the left side.22 Even the huge Bell
Capital from Bhubaneswar imitated from
Asokan columns, also shows West Asian motifs
in its ornamentation.23 However, K.S. Behera24

from an analysis of the source materials says,
"coastal Orissa was somewhat indirectly
connected with the early trade between India
and the western world". He also mentions that
goods from Orissa could have reached the
southern and western India through coastal
voyages taking advantage of the changing cycle
of monsoon and ultimately despatched to the
Roman world with which Kalinga had no direct
maritime connection.25 Nevertheless, from the
geographical narration of the author of the
Periplus of the Erythraean Sea and Ptolemy and
on the basis of the discovery of Roman objects
from various sites of Orissa such as
Sisupalgarh, Tamluk, Bamanghati etc. it can be
positively assumed that Kalinga had close
maritime contact with the western world,
especially with the Roman empire.

The people of Kalinga had also contact
with the distant lands of Peru and Mexico. R.D.
Banerjee26 observed that the people of Kalinga,
who have been proved to be the pioneer
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colonists of India, Indonesia and Oceania, are
probably the very same people whom the
modern barbarians of the Pacific and Indian
Oceans regard with awe and wonder as people
from the sky who civilized them and taught them
the rudiments of culture". According to D.R.
Bhandarkar, 27  the people of Kalinga
monopolised trade on the Arabian Sea.
Crossing the Arabian Sea, the Kalingans had
trade relations with the East Coast of Africa
and with the far off island of Madagaskar.2 8

Scholars also believe that the Maya civilization
of America was a result of commercial
enterprise of Kalinga or of India with that
continent.29 It is, thus, gleaned from the above
analysis that ancient Orissa had close maritime
contact with the countries of the western world.
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Shifting cultivation, a primitive system of
agriculture, the first step in transition from food
gathering and hunting to food production is
nearly 9000 years old agricultural practice and
believed to have started during Neolithic
period. It is prevalent not only in India but in
other countries of Asia, Africa, South America
and Australia. This is extensively practised by
the tribals throughout the tropical and
subtropical region. In India, about 5.0 million
tribal families are practising this system on 4.37
million hectare of land covering 11 states
(table-1).

TABLE-1
SHIFTING CULTIVATION IN DIFFERENT

STATES OF INDIA

State Tribal Families Total Area
(Million) (Million

hectare)

Andhra Pradesh 0.11 0.15
Arunachal Pradesh 0.43 0.21
Assam 0.31 0.31
Bihar 0.23 0.19
Madhya Pradesh 0.19 0.38
Manipur 0.36 0.26
Meghalaya 0.61 0.47
Mizoram 0.40 0.19
Nagaland 0.19 0.12
Orissa 2.00 1.60
Tripura 0.19 0.49
Total 5.02 4.37

Source : Shifting cultivation in India, ICAR

It is evident from the table that, Orissa
is a major state adopting this practice. The
distribution of area under different districts of
the state is as under.

TABLE-2
SHIFTING CULTIVATION IN DIFFERENT

DISTRICTS OF ORISSA.

District (Undivided) Area (ha) Estimated by
land Sat.1.

Mayurbhanj 7303.40
Keonjhar 40638.20
Sundargarh 8190.74
Sambalpur 41781.00
Bolangir 1795.40
Dhenkanal 5121.20
Koraput 30651.16
Phulbani 20995.66
Kalahandi 5861.40
Ganjam 21680.30

Total 184018.46

Source : "Agriculture in Orissa" by D.Lenka.

It has got different names by different hill
tribes such as Biringi or Danger in Phulbani,
Dhenkanal and Bolangir, Dahi or Koman in
Keonjhar and Sundargarh; Jhum by Kharias of
Mayurbhanj and Kudki or Kuduchas in
Kalahandi. But the term Poduchasa is widely
used. This practice is followed by 20 types of
tribal communities including Bhuiyan, Juanga,

Sustainable Soil and Land Management Under
Shifting Cultivation in Orissa

S.K. Sahu
R.K. Nayak
D. Sarangi
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Kandha, Erengakola, Kutiya, Buniya, Saura,
Jatapa, Paraja, Gadaba, Kamar and Koya. The
land and soil characteristics under this
cultivation are given in the table (3).

TABLE-3
CHARACTERISTICS OF LAND AND SOIL

UNDER SHIFTING CULTIVATION

Land

Climate : Tropical, subtropical

Slope : Steeply sloping

Drainage : Excessive

Surface Stoniness : Moderate to strong

Relief : Undulating

Soil

Depth Class : Shallow

Parent Material : Colluvium of laterites,
Khondalite, Granite,
Kniss

Mineralogy : Ferratic Silicaceous

Particle size : Sandy Skeletal

Temp-regime : Iso hyper thermic

Soil reaction (pH) : Acidic

Ground water : >5m

Surface texture : Sandy

Erosion : Very severe

Water holding
capacity : Low

Class of soil : Typical Haphustalfs,
Rhodustalfs, Kandic &
Rhodic paleustalfs,
Aeric Haphustalfs.

Source :  "Soils of Orissa for optimizing land use" by
NBSS & LUP (ICAR) Nagpur.

The soils are poor, infertile with low
water holding capacity situated on sloppy land.
This system involves the cultivation of crops
on a patch of cleaned forest area vicinity to
their settlement. Trees and bushes are cut during
November-January, allowed to dry and burnt
by fire. Before the onset of monsoon seeds are
sown or dibbled. Different crops grown are
millets, cereals, pulses and oilseeds mixed or
rarely separated. In one patch, this process
continues for 2-3 years till the fertility runs
down. Then, the patch is abandoned and a new
site is selected for the purpose. The abandoned
patch regenerates, become fertile but the
original forest flora, fauna and ecology are
never restored. The tribals came back to this
patch after 20-30 years. This period is called
a podu cycle. Due to demographic pressure this
period has come down to 3-4 years in Orissa.
The fertility status never build  up during the
short period. Due to cutting and burning of trees
and bushed properties of soil change as given
in  Table-4.

TABLE-4
CHANGE OF SOIL PROPERTIES DUE TO

SHIFTING CULTIVATION
Soil Beofre After End of
characteristics burning burning crop cycle

pH(1:2) 5.1 5.5 4.2

OC(%) 0.13 0.25 0.05

Available P 3.3 5.5 1.2

Available K 210 570 40.0

Exchangeable
Ca (mc/100g.) 7.15 9.46 2.82

Source : "Waste land management" by V.V.
Dhrubanarayan (ICAR).

It is evident from table-4 that at the initial
stage of shifting cultivation the fertility status
of soil increases with hike in soil pH towards
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neutrality facilitating availability of plant
nutrients.  The combined effect helps better
crop production only for 3-4 years. Then the
fertility status declined making it unsuitable for
raising crops, the land almost converted to
barren.

Effects of Shifting Cultivation

Shifting cultivation causes loss of flora
and fauna which includes precious species of
tree plants, shrubs, medicinal plants and minor
forest products. The harmful effects of it is seen
extensively in areas of Koraput, Keonjhar,
Phulbani and Ganjam districts. After podu not
even a single blade of grass grows. The ill
effects can be summarised as follows :

i) It is an easy method of deforestation.

ii) The wild animals loss their shelter.

iii) Springs below the hills dry up.

iv) Causes heavy flood in the rivers below.

v) Increases water / moisture scarcity for
plants, animals and human being.

vi) Siltation to the tanks, nallas, river and
reservoirs.

vii) Ecology is disturbed and distored which
never restored.

viii) Soil erosion : The problem of soil
erosion due to shifting cultivation is very
serious in Orissa. The quantum of soil
erosion varies from 84 to 170 t/ha. year
in bare fallow. The intensity of erosion
depends on slope, soil characteristics,
crop coverage, depth of soil and rainfall
pattern etc. It has been estimated from
an experiment that, in an average 7-10 t/
ha. year surface soil is lost along with
plant nutrients.

Loss of soil and nutrients due to erosion
per year.

Particulars Loss (q/ha) Loss
Rs.(Approx)

Surface soil 70-100 -

O.C. 1.0 1000.00
N 0.12 300.00
P 0.05 125.00
K 0.32 320.00
Other nutrient 0.45 500.00

Total 2245.00

Control Measures

The system of shifting cultivation can not
be avoided completely but should be
discouraged. The alternate substitute for the
system should be advocated among the tribals.
Approach for the process can be done in
following ways.

1.Physical, 2. Agronomic, 3. Socio Economic

Physical :

It deals with the development of
infrastructure facilities keeping the climatic and
physiographic situation in view. The objective
is to control soil erosion, development of a
fertile land with many fold uses and
conservation of rain water. It includes

* Contour bonding (30% slope)

* Graded bonding 30-60% slope

* Bench terracing (60-100% slope)

* Contour ditches (71500 mm annual rainfall)

* Grassed water ways-spill ways

* Water harvesting structures, ponds.

Agronomic :

Management of different crops to get
good harvest and fulfil the need of tribals are
aimed at. The various steps followed are :

- Contour plowing : Plowing across the slope
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- Selection of crop variety

- Integrated nutrient management including
more organics and Bio-fertilizers.

- Mixed farming : poultry, dairy, piggery,
fishery, goatery, apiary, mushroom and
cultivation of medicinal plants.

Socio-economic

The rational behind the persistency of
this system in the part lay in it's compatibility
with physio-social environment of sparse
population, community land tenure system,
undulation, poverty, meagre resources,
illiteracy etc. with the tribal people. It may not
be possible to stop shifting cultivation overnight
but the tribals can be persuaded and educated

to adopt modern technologies for their
resources on a sustained basis.
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WIPRO TO COME TO ORISSA IN A BIG WAY

An MoU was signed between WIPRO Ltd. and the IT Department of the Government of Orissa
on 21st Dec, 2004 for starting Software Development and BPO Services Centre of WIPRO at
Infocity, Bhubaneswar.

WIPRO, one of the largest IT companies of international repute has committed for
development of an integrated centre covering software and IT enabled services in the Infocity
over an area of approximately 30 acres. Work on the first phase of this centre, which would
comprise atleast one unit with a capacity of 1000 – 1500 people, is expected to start next
year and would be completed within two years. It is expected that this centre will have world
class amenities with supporting infrastructures such as auditorium, training facilities, residential
hostels, indoor and outdoor facilities apart from core Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) infrastructure required for various services to be offered by this centre.

The State Government has committed to provide necessary infrastructural support
and to facilitate all clearances required for implementation of the project through its single
window organization, namely Orissa Computer Application Centre, backed by the Department
of IT.

Bhubaneswar has already emerged as an important I.T. centre in India over the last
ten years. During the current year, the growth in software exports from Orissa is likely to
exceed 40% and touch Rs. 500 crore. With the setting up of the WIPRO facilities and arrival of
few other IT majors, the Infocity, Bhubaneswar is all set to cross Rs.1000 crore export mark in
IT and related services within the next three years.

The MoU for the IT venture of WIPRO was signed by Mr. Tamal Dasgupta, Corporate
Vice President & Chief Information Officer, on behalf of WIPRO and Shri A.K. Tripathy,
Commissioner-cum-Secretary, IT on behalf of the State Government in the presence of Shri
Naveen Patnaik, Hon'ble Chief Minister of Orissa, Shri Surjya Narayan Patro, Minister, Information
Technology, Energy & Tourism and Dr. Subas Pani, Chief Secretary, Orissa.
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Orissa is efflorescent with rich tribal cultural
assemblage.Of the sixty-two types of tribal
communities the Sauras are one of the oldest
tribes of India. Out of these, seven tribes have
beautiful mural painting tradition on the walls
of their houses. The Sauras are specially
famous for rich variety of their paintings based
on religious and ceremonial themes. Their deity
IDITAL commands great religious devotion
from the tribal people. Each Idital contains
various symbols and signs and convey special
meaning for which it is meant. The pictograms
are categorized into different sections as per
their meaning and purpose. These paintings
convey great aesthetic sense. Verrier Elwin
was the first scholar to study the Saura
pictograms. This form of art is mostly found in
Rayagada, Gajapati and Koraput districts of
Orissa. A study of their arts and painting
traditions reveals the rich ancient tribal art
idiom, which is still in vogue with popular
appeal. Even the painting activities are getting
commercialised now a days. As a result the
role of artist has changed from religious painter
to interior decorator. Specially, the Lanjia
Sauras continue the old artistic diction in its
original form. In this paper an attempt has been
made to study the various aspects of icons with
special reference to its iconology, iconography
and painting tradition of the Sauras of Orissa.

The Sauras constitute a very important
and ancient tribe of our country. We find
graphic account of this tribe i.e. Sauras or
Savaras in the Ramayana and Mahabharata. The
devotion of Savari to Rama in Ramayana is an
epic folk lore of India. In the Mahabharata we
find mention about Jara Savara who pierced
an arrow to Krisna and killed him. His body
flowed into Mahodadhi i.e. sea near Puri in
the form of a wooden log from which the
present Triad of Jagannath is said to have been
built. Prior to that, tradition says that Savara
chief Viswavasu was worshipping
Nilamadhava Visnu in the unknown blue hill
of Orissa i.e. Nilachal. Ekalavya learnt archery
observing the teaching technique of Guru Drona
from a distance and excelled  Pandavas and
Kauravas in archery. His devotion to Guru and
his sacrifice for satisfaction of his Guru is
unparalleled in mythology and history. Such is
the noble Savara tradition in Mahabharata. In
the Hathigumpha inscription of Kharavela dated
to 1st century B.C. Savaras of Orissa were
called Vidyadhardhivasas. They constitute an
important segment of his turbulent army which
victoriously marched over South and North
India. Asoka had no control over the Savara
territory which was called Atavika Kingdom
in the 3rd century B.C. Thus the Savara tribes
of Orissa have a hoary glorious past.

The Sauras and Their
Panoramic Paintings

Dr. C. B. Patel

Jananglasum Idital
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The Sauras are
widespread in
Orissa and are
found in almost all
the districts.
However, their
main concentration,
we find in Ganjam,
Gajapati and
Koraput districts.
They are called by

various names like Sabara, Saur, Sora and
Saura etc. They have their racial affinity to the
Proto-Australoid physical features found
dominant among the aborigines of central and
southern India. At present they are found in
Bihar, Orissa, Andhra Pradesh,
Madhya Pradesh, Maharastra and West Bengal.
In the North-East States like Assam and
Tripura, they have quite sizable population. The
term Saura has been derived from two words
namely Sagories means the Scythian words for
axe and Saba Raye meaning Sanskrit term for
carrying a dead body. Their language is an
uncultivated one without any standardization.
It varies between individual to individual and
region to region. In fact it belongs to Austric
family of languages to which Mundari is
assigned. According to Verrier Elwin “the
Sauras who give the impression of being rather
matter of fact and prosaic are surprisingly
picturesque and metaphorical in their speech.”

The Sauras are a measure tribe of Orissa.
Their population in the following census year
are presented below:

1951 - 19,401

1961 - 3,11,614

1971 - 3,42,797

1981 - 3,70,061

These census reports show that the Saura
population is increasing. As per the 1981
report they constitute 6.26 per cent of the total
tribal population of the state and on the basis
of their numerical strength they occupy 3rd
position among the 62 tribes. The sex ratio
comes to 1030 females per 1000 males. They
are educationally and socially backward. From
their appearance, they resemble the Pre-
Dravidian tribes. They have long heads, flat
noses with expanded alae. The brow ridges
are prominent and there is depression at the
root of the nose. Facial prognathism is vivid.
Their hair is wavy and curly. Some have plain
hair as well. The skin colour is brown to dark
brown but fare complexioned are also not rare.
They are not strongly built like the Kondhas.
The noteworthy feature is that they are very
efficient in climbing, running and walking on
hills. From their appearance they appear Pre-
Dravidian.

Their dress consists of loin cloth of about
6 feet long and about two inches in breadth. It
is plain and at times we find decorated with
red tarsals at the border.

This is tied around the hip which hangs
down into two strips, the one in the rear being
longer. Often they wear single necklace of
beads. The Saura women put a waist cloth with
grey borders that reaches up the knees. The
skirt is generally 3 feet
long and about 2 feet
broad. In winter season,
she covers the upper part
with another piece of
cloth. The cloth is woven
by the Dombs. At present
mill made and ready made
dresses are being used.
The women do not put

Jananglasum Idital

Kittung Sum Idital
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heavy ornamentation. A few necklaces of
beads, wooden plugs, spiral rings made of
brass, bell metal or aluminium in the fingers
and toes, little ring in the alae of nose and metal
anklets are worn by them. These are generally
purchased from the local market.

The Saura villages are mostly situated
in the dense jungle area. Often it is seen hidden
in the forest clad hills making it difficult to
approach. A zigzag steep hill paths approach
the village. In summer, they sleep on the
verandah.

The houses are built in the slopes or foot
hills. They live in small concentration of about
200 households. In case of big village we find
a series of hamlets scattered here and there.
There is nothing like nomadic way of life. The
terraced field exhibiting Saura’s skill in contour
bonding, revertment  and water management,
are located close to the settlements at one
corner. However their villages do not conform
to any specific type of settlement pattern.
Houses are built in row leaving a street in
between. In many cases the houses are jumbled
up and there are narrow lanes and small
openings to which the door of the houses are
fixed. The houses are rectangular in shape and
are fairly high. The plinth is very high in
proportion to roof.  The walls of the houses
are made of stone and mud with a high
verandah. In some cases houses are built of
bamboo and wood plastered with mud. The
walls are coloured red with red earth. There
is an elevated store to keep household items.
The open space is used for husking rice. The
hearth is found near a wall in one side. The
fire goes on burning constantly. Near the
kitchen the household utensils are kept. Earth
ware vessels are used for cooking and storing.
They sleep on mats made of palm leaf. Large
number of baskets of various sizes are also
found. Well to do men or headmen use cots.

Their economic life rests on shifting
cultivation. Hunting and fishery are some other
sources of economy. They are in fact famous
for terraced cultivation. They are also unique
due to absence of clan or sub-organisation.
They are very fond of their children. Their
marriage is a simple affair. They cremate their
dead and their religion is very enchanting and
elaborate. They worship their ancestors for
peace, tranquillity and prosperity.

The Sauras work in the field with a piece of
hoe called Gubla. They generally do not use
plough in the Swiddens. The calendar of
agricultural activities are presented below.

Months Nature of work

November and December     Forest cleaning

March Firing

April Sowing

July Weeding

August and January Harvesting

The Sauras are best known for their wall
paintings called ‘ikon’ . We find a set of
sketches elaborately drawn on their walls. They
have invariably religious association for which
they are called italons or ikons. It is difficult
to define the perfect symbolic meaning of ikons
which consist of human being, horse, elephant,
gun men, aeroplane, cycle, sun, moon, etc. It is
generally made to appease the Gods and
ancestors. At frequent intervals, they are
replaced by substitutes on different occasions.

These paintings are conspicuous for their
elegance, charm, aesthetic and ritualistic
association. In fact these pictograms are their
literature and philosophy. The clear meaning
becomes apparent when the priests or the
picture men interpret. The paintings of Lanjia
Sauras of Puttasingha region of Orissa are
unique and interesting.
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Each icon or idital
conveys a separate
message. The minute
details of pictograms
reflect real everyday life
pattern of Sauras. Few
examples of iditals are
presented below:

(1) Jodisum

Jodisum are two
wooden poles with

human form installed at the cross road of Saura
village. It is the village deity. It is drawn to
worship Jodisum during the new yearly eating
ceremony of redgram. The Sauras do not eat
the newly harvested crop of the year without
this ceremony. They first offer these to God
and their forefathers. The study of the pictogram
is interesting. On the top, seven lady priests
(idaibois) are seen praying to God Jodisum to
guard and protect the village from evil spirit.
On the left a priest pouring wine and a helper
taking a hen for sacrifice are seen. In the lower
portion we notice five people praying the deity
holding bunches of redgram while a priestly
Saura bringing a goat for sacrifice. Below this,
seven persons are playing trumpets (flute),
drums and gongs. Three monkeys adorn each
side of the composition. On the right side two
damsels are seen carrying worship materials
in closed baskets. Below this is a tiger which
is represented as the vehicle of earth deity. On
the left two  male priests (idaimar) are seen
along with a jungle lizard. Elaborate ritual
generally follows this ceremony.

(2) Jananglasum

It is also worshipped along with village
deity when first eating ceremony of sweet
potato (jungle roots) is made. The deity is also

prayed to cure diseases and to bestow
blessings. The  icon or idital  made on this
occasion is a complex one. It is divided into 5
divisions with a triangle shaped shrine at the
top being surrounded by many a symbol. At
the centre of the triangle, a man is being blessed
by Jananglasum and a lady priest is seen with
a garland standing on the right side. On the right
three guards with danda are noticed. On the
left we notice three lady worshippers with
oblations. In the first row from top, the buya
(male priest) is seen offering a pig to the deity
visible as a heap of stone. Behind him we find
a number of devotees with various offerings
like fowl, wine, water and goat. The second
part shows the driving out of the evil spirit
amid flute playing and other formalities.

The third row shows hoeing earth by
eight persons symbolising fertility cult. In the
other scene we notice two ildas (ancestral
spirits) riding on horse and elephant and
marching with their retinues and servants. In
the lowest block garden lizard, crab, scorpion,
snail and porcupine, the pets of Goddess earth
are painted. Two farmers are seen driving out
the monkeys with their bow and arrows and
other weapons from the redgram field. On the
right, a couple with their items and three guards
of Jananglasum are seen and a ferocious tiger
attacking a man is noticed. On the left two
priests, a couple with oblations and one ilda
(benevolent spirit) driving out the malevolent
ones. This painting programme in fact needs
further elucidation by the tribes themselves.
Like these, there are a series of different
pictograms for different social and religious
occasions.

Some other important paintings are of
Andumjappur meant for seed sowing ceremony,
Sarpalasum, the God of path, Sidangpur for

Sargaisan Abdsur Idital
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good crop, Gangsum for preventing smallpox
and Isarsum for the departed soul entering the
underworld.

The art heritage of Sauras is dominated
by religious themes. It is observed that cults
and myths have great bearing on artistic
creations of the Sauras. Their whole
theological system is being dramatised in the
wall painting traditions. The richness, variety,
antiquity and the ritual base offer a conducive
field for further study. In fact an ikon is done
to flatter and propitiate the Gods and ancestors
so that the members of the family are saved
from evil influence.

The Sauras are a languishing tribe now.
Their problems are manifold. They are ignorant
about their environmental conditions. Above
all they suffer from malnutrition. To add to this,
they are consigned to the exploitation of
Dombs. However, they are famous among the
tribals for their unique and exuberant paintings.
It has now become a fashion among the well to
do people to paint their houses and offices with
Saura paintings.
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Human Rights and Women : An Introspection

Dr. Jyotirmati Samantaray

Human rights are what each human being is
entitled to allow her/his freedom to live a
dignified and secured life of choice. We can
understand the importance of human rights only
when we are confronted with violations of our
own rights. Human rights include rights related
to the safety of the person, the right to be free
from coercion by other individuals, groups or
governments, the right to social benefits, rest
and leisure, and the right to a good basic
education.

Equality is important for effective
enforcement of  human rights. All the citizens
should be treated as equals, that all should get
equal protection of law without any
discrimination of caste and creed and all
should get equal opportunity.

The Universal Declaration of Human
Rights was adopted by General Assembly
Resolution 217A(III) of 10th December, 1948.
On December 10th, 1948, the General
Assembly of the United Nations adopted and
proclaimed the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. Ever since, this has become the
magna carta of human rights. Besides, the UNO
convened several World Conference in Mexico
(19th June - 2nd July 1975), Copenhagen,
Denmark (24-30 July 1980), Nairobi

Conference, Keniya (15-26 July, 1985). The
Vienna Declaration and programme of Action
(1993) called for increased integration of
women rights in to the United Nations Human
Rights Chapter.

"Women Rights are Human Rights"
expressed by the then U.N. High Commissioner
for Human Rights Sergio Vieira de mello,
while speaking on International Women's Day,
8th March 2003. In many countries, men and
women are equal and that they enjoy the same
rights and freedom. Human rights should apply
to all people - men, women and children
irrespective of caste, creed, religion and region.
However, women often denied of their basic
rights that form part of everyday life such as
freedom of movement, access to education and
participation in decision-making process.
There are many barriers to equality between
the sexes. Important factors include gender
stereotyping violence against women, social
and cultural attitudes, and discriminating laws
and practices.

Women throughout the world live in
constant fear and conditions of deprivation
very often for their simple reason that they are
women. Violations of women's rights are
systematic and condemned. In conflicts such
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as those in Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Liberia,
Democratic Republic of Congo, Nepal and
Colombia, Afghanistan, women are attacked
and raped by combatants with impunity. Women
around the world are regularly murdered,
assaulted, beaten, stoned, mutilated and have
acid thrown at them all in the name of honour.

In India, there are several social
movements for improving the condition of
women and other oppressed groups. However,
the written laws pertaining to such changes are
traceable only from the 19th century onwards.

The Indian government has set up several
special institutions under different Acts of
Parliament, to give effect to the constitutional
provisions of human right of all persons
including those of the disadvantaged and
weaker sections of the society. These are the
National Human Rights Commission (NHRC),
The National Commission for Women (NCW),
The National Commission for Backward
Classes etc.

In India, it was late in 1993, National
Human Rights Commission was established.
Nearly 16 states have also set up state Human
Rights Commission. Till 1970s, there was no
case of human rights violations that have been
lodged. Since 1993, the cases include human
rights violations due to communal violence,
caste conflicts, female foeticide, dowry deaths,
domestic violence, attacks on media. Though
NHRC has got only investigating  role, but had
no power to punish the culprits.

For Indian women violence takes the
form of foeticide, infanticide, dowry related
murders, battering among others. What
escalates violence is the widespread sanction

for violence against women. Through such
sanctions women are controlled and
subjugated.

Institutions are forthcoming to improve
the conditions of women. In the recently held
workshop on violence against women held on
11th October 2004 at New Delhi, Smt. Purnima
Advani, Chairperson, Women Commission has
stressed the importance of enactment of Bill
on domestic violence against women, which
was first tabled in Parliament in 1999. It is the
responsibility of the administration to
implement it. The common people should be
aware of their basic Fundamental Rights and
to be informed about various laws regarding
these problems. In such times of strife and
social conflicts, Human Rights professionals
should emerge as becon of hope to the helpless
women victims of oppression.
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In the sacred Shamba Dasami of the year 1827,
a male child was born in the famous Hajuri
family of Puri Harachandi Sahi. His father was
Raghunath Khuntia alias Bhimasen Hajuri, a
servant of the Lord Jagannath. Since the child
was born while his father was dressing the Lord
with sandle-paste (Chandan), his name was
given "Chandan Hajuri". But he is better known
as Chakhi Khuntia. His mother was
Kamalabati, a pious lady.

In the childhood Chakhi Khuntia was
very naughty. He was taught Oriya language
and literature in a Chatasali. He then learnt
Hindi to enable him for communicating with
"Yatris" (Pilgrims) of Lord Jagannath. It is told
that he had great interest in learning History
and Geography of India, her hoary heritage and
heroic tales of her national leaders. He was
inspired by the biographies of the Indian
heroes.

Chakhi Khuntia was learning rigorous
physical exercises in the traditional Akhada
or Jaga gharas of Puri. He even learnt wrestling
and indigenous military feats and skills.
Although in the childhood he was very weak
and lean, through these physical attainments he
strengthened a very well-built and muscular
body.

Afterwards, he taught wrestling and
military exercises to the youths of Puri. He used
to teach various indigenous defence and offence
mechanism to the young people in many Jaga

gharas or training  centres of physical exercises.
He was regarded as a master wrestler of the
time.

When he was only 12 years old, he was
married with a beautiful girl named
Sundarmani. He often accompanied his father
in his sojourn to various areas in the northern
India. In fact, he was thus exposed and
orientated with their traditional profession of
guiding visitors to Puri and other pilgrimages
in Orissa.

Chakhi Khuntia happened to be the family
priest or religious guide called Panda of
Meropanth, the father of Manubai who was
renamed as Laxmibai after her marriage to
Gangadhar Rao, the King of Jhansi. Chakhi
maintained relations with Laxmibai ever after
her marriage and used to pay visit to the royal
family at the time of religious trips.

During that period the British people
were trying to establish their empire in India
through hook or crook. The missionaries with
their support were preaching Christianity
through various means. Even, they were bitterly
criticising the Gods of Hindus and deprecating
idolatry and other religious practices. Chakhi
Khuntia with others strongly opposed to such
denigration.

Gangadhar Rao, the King of Jhansi died
untimely. Laxmibai had also lost her only son
earlier. The British people prohibited her

Chakhi Khuntia : A National Hero
During the British Period

Dr. Jagannath Mohanty
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adopting a son to inherit the throne of Jhansi.
Subsequently, the British ruler took away all
the powers themselves and Laxmibai was left
powerless. But she could not reconcile to such
a situation and revolted against the British rule.
She sought the assistance of Chakhi Khuntia at
her juncture and Khuntia extended all possible
help to her.

Chakhi Khuntia played a very crucial
role by fomenting resentment among the Indian
soldiers called "Sepoys" and organised a
mutiny which subsequently took a violent
shape. Khuntia was well known as the Panda
of Sepoys or Hajuri Panda (religious guide of
Indian soldiers). On account of his involvement
in this first freedom struggle, Chakhi Khuntia
was arrested many times and kept behind the
bars.

The Magistrate of Puri wrote a letter
dated March, 1858 to the Commissioner of
Cuttack, "I have received a good though not
official information that a Pandah of the town
by name Chakhi Khuntia, well known as the
Sepoy Pandah has been executed up-country
under Act XI of 1857."

The British suppressed this national
revolt against the foreign rule with an iron hand
and hilled a lot of Indian heroes in the
encounters. Many were executed without trial
and many more were imprisoned. An
atmosphere of terror and massacre prevailed
in many places of the northern India.

Whether Chakhi Khuntia was killed or
not his entire property was snatched by the
British Government. A letter dated 21st April,
1858 written by the Magistrate of Puri to the
Commissioner of Circuit Cuttack said, "I have
the honour to request your sanction to dispose
of a cow and calf  which are attached among
the attached property of Chakhi Khuntia alias
Chandan Hazooree Panda as the expense of

their keep will swallow up their value."
Subsequently, the cow and calf were disposed
after approval of the Commissioner.

The wild rumour about the death of
Chakhi Khuntia however proved false as it was
evident from the registered letter written on
English paper bearing a Dragon's head for a
crest with the motto "Nil moror Ictus." Perhaps
it were as well to enquire to which of the
residents this belongs as their servants must
have supplied him with the paper. It was a great
suprise to the British Government.

The Magistrate of Puri wrote to the
Commissioner on 14th July, 1858, "I have just
received information that a registered letter has
been despatched by Chakhi Khuntia alias
Hazooree Panda from Gya (Gaya) to his
brother Kissen Khuntia here as this individual
was in Lucknow notoriously aiding and abetting
the rebels and mutineers I would suggest that
information be sent by "Telegraph" for his
apprehension-post would be useless as by this
time no doubt information has been given him
to make himself scarce."

Conveying great anxiety of the Magistrate
the letter added, "I have directed the post master
to detain the Regd. letter pending your
instruction. Perhaps it would be as well to send
for the address and in his presence open and
assure ourselves that the matter there was not
treasonable."

Since the writer of the letter Chakhi
Khuntia was taken "a suspected rebel" the
Commissioner directed  the  Post Master to
handover the letter in question to the Magistrate
of Puri and as nothing  treasonable was found
in the same.

The Commissioner made further
investigations about Chakhi  Khuntia and sent
a letter dated 15th July, 1858 to the Magistrate
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of Gaya" I have the honour to annex for your
information copy of a letter No.182 on
fourteenth instant from officiating Magistrate
and Collector, People  regarding the ruffian's
presence in Gaya of one Chakhi Khuntia alias
Hazoorie Pandah, a rebel, he was the sepoy's
Pandah at Pooree and is reported to have been
engaged against Government at Lucknow". It
was suggested that the so-called rebel should
be " arrested, examined and dealt with as may
appear necessary".

The Magistrate of Gaya actually arrested
the " Pundah" and examined him as his
movements during the last year ( 1857 ) were
doubtful. He further examined two other men
who were with him and took statements of all
three and also seized papers  found in the house
of Chakhi Khuntia. The papers were found to
be small sale deeds given by the inhabitants of
Lucknow. The inquiry on the whole, could not
prove  the charge of rebellion but suspicion
about his conduct was still there.

The Magistrate of Gaya in a subsequent
letter to his counterpart at Puri concluded, "No
proof here exists against the man. Kindly let
me know what you wish to do with him and
what you can prove against him. His account
of himself is not satisfactory. He left Allahabad
he says in Baisakha or Jyastha last year and
Ajodhya in Baisakha this year, having been
there a month. During the intervening eleven
months, he does not say where he was, except
at mathura, where he does not pretend to have
been so long a time."

Chakhi Khuntia was released from the
prison by the order of the Commissioner but
he was not allowed to enter to his native place.
He however, defied the British Government
order and arrived at Puri. The Magistrate of
Puri reported this matter to the Commissioner
on 10th November, 1958, "Chakhi Khuntia has

returned to the district and is now in safe
custody. At that time, Queen victoria
proclaimed amnesty to the rebels and Chakhi
Khuntia was released soon."

The Commissioner instructed the
Magistrate of Puri to inform Chakhi Khuntia
that "to the royal elemency only does he owe
the staying of further proceedings against him
as previously intended." The sale-proceeds of
his property were however refunded to Chakhi
Khuntia and his conduct was watched carefully
for a long time.

Chakhi Khuntia spent the last leg of his
life at Puri. He was not allowed to go anywhere
else. He devoted himself to the literary pursuits
and religious rites relating to Lord Jagannath.
He has composed a lot of poems, most of which
are devotional songs. Some of  his songs are
expressing his great displeasure and deep
indignation at the inhuman and suppressive
measures of the British Government. Many of
his writings are still unknown and might have
been lost or damaged in the meantime. It is
said that one of his palm-leaf manuscripts is
entitled "Manubai" original name of Laxmibai,
queen of Jhansi.

He breathed his last in 1870 at Puri. It is
a great pride for us that an Oriya son of the
19th century was not only inspired by the
heroic deeds of a host of Indians, but also he
himself inspired a large number of soldiers with
profound patriotic fervour who sacrificed their
lives fearlessly at the holy alter of the Mother
India. He will be ever remembered by us as
an immortal poet, a national hero, a great patriot
and renowned devotee of Lord Jagannath.

Dr. Jagannath Mohanty lives at 2935, Gouri
Nagar, Manik Biswanath Smruti Sadan, Bhubaneswar.
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In the temple-precint of Dhavalesvara temple
at Mohangiri in the Kalahandi district, where
the flair of steps discend to the pond in the
southern side, two stone-blocks of the collapsed
temple are kept; one, depicting a lady waist-
up, right-hand seen to be in Abhayamudra
placed in between both her breasts and another,
that of a seated male in Yogasana with
Jatabhara on his head and a staff placed in a
suspended position in between his hands,
which are folded in obeisance. This figure can
be taken as that of
Lakulisa, a great
religious teacher and
the founder of the
Pasupata sect of
Saivism in the first
quarter of the 2nd
century A.D. It is
believed that
Lakulisa-Pasupata
cult was brought to Kosala and Kalinga in the
4th century A.D. in the train of the military
campaign of the Gupta monarch Samudragupta.
Lakulisa images with Lakuta (club) in hand,
seated in Yogasana posture and Dharma
Chakra Pravartana mudra (of Buddha) are
found in the Parasuramesvara and Bharatesvara
temples of Bhubaneswar, which were built in
the 7th century A.D. and the last temple bearing

the Lakulisa image in coastal Orissa is the
Muktesvara temple of Bhubanesvara which is
believed to be architecturally marked by
parting of ways between the Bhaumakara and
Somavamsi periods. Muktesvara temple is
dated to the second half of the 10th century
A.D.

The Lakulisa motif of Mohangiri can be
taken as the earliest of its kind so far found in
the upper Mahanadi valley of Orissa. Another

Lakulisa figure  seated
in a Yogic posture
called Utkutikasana
is depicted on one of
the Jagamohana hall
pillars of the
Kosalesvara temple at
Patnagarh in the
Balangir district,
which from it's
architectural style can

be placed in the first half of the 9th century
A.D.

Lakulisa is depicted on the temple-walls
of the brick temples of the upper Mahanadi
valley at Budhi-Komna and Ranipur Jharial
also.

In the Lakulisa panel of Mohangiri,
Lakulisa is seated in his usual sitting-posture,

Saivacharya,
Sukhabandh

Saivacharyas and Foot
Print Worship

Sasanka S. Panda

Foot-print, Ranipur
Jharial

Lakulisa Panel, Mohangiri
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and to his left, seated figure of a bearded Yogi
in profile with folded-hands in obeisance to
Lakulisa as well as the  figure of one bird seated
and staring back are carved. This bearded Yogi
is none-else but one of the first four disciples
of  Lakulisa. Lakulisa had four disciples,
namely, Kausika, Gargya, Kaurusa and
Maitreya, who popularised the Pasupata sect
of Saivism in different parts of India in the
fourth centurty A.D. This panel of Lakulisa,
his disciple and the bird are carved separately
in between miniature pilaster designs.

In the brick-built Patalesvara temple at
Budhikomna in
Nuapada district paga
designs of upper jangha
have caitya motifs
which are in the first
bhumi of the gandi. In
the southern side
Lakulisa figure is
carved in such a caitya
design. Similarly the
image of Lakulisa is
carved in the east
Kanika niche on the
south side of the
Indralath brick temple
at Ranipur Jharial in Balangir district. In both
the cases, Lakulisa is seated with his legs
crossed and holds a Lakuta over his left
shoulder.

The water of the streamlet Papaharini is
regarded as sacred and at five places of
Narsinghnath it accumulates itself into five
pools, called Kundas. Higher up on the hill
near the first Kunda, figures are hewn on the
huge boulder. These rock-cut sculptures
include three male figures seated in Yogasana,
holding a staff (danda) in both hands and

putting their chin on the top portion of the staff.
They have Jatabhara on their heads. Near these
seated figures, there is a round eight-petalled
lotus rosette design. In the extreme left there is
a male figure in profile holding a long staff
(danda) and standing in dvibhanga with his
left leg slightly bent, crossing the right leg. Just
in front of this figure, a small attendant figure
with both of his hands folded in obeisance is
carved. All the four figures seem to be those
of Saivacharyas, associated with the Pasupata
sect of Saivism and the disciples of Lakulisa,
the great teacher.

In the temple precinct of Kedarnath
temple at Ambabhona in
Bargarh district a long
stone-slab, depicting the
proper left and central
portions of a
Dvaralalatavimba is
also lying in front of the
temple, which is
measuring around 5' in
length and 15" in breadth.
In the central portion of
this Dvaralalatavimba,
the figure of Lakulisa, the
great Guru (propounder)

of the Pasupata Saiva Sect is carved in a niche.
He is seen to be seated in Utkutikasana with
the Yogapatta tied around both his thighs. He
holding a Lakuta (staff) by putting it on his
right shoulder. There are two bands of scroll
works to the proper left of this figure. In the
lower band there are four flower motifs, the
first being a flower, followed by the profiled
seated figure of a lady with a stem of lotus in
her hand and again followed by three flowers,
while in the upper band, foliage motifs are
carved in continuation. In the original state this
door-lintel might be measuring around 9' in

Saivacharya carved on Siva Linga, Vaidyanath
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length, and fitted to a
Siva temple belonging
to the Pasupata Sect of
Saivism.  In Orissa,
Lakulisa images
appeared on the temple
walls from 7th century
A.D. onwards, as during
the Sailodbhava rule in
Kangoda, Lakulisa
images were carved on

the walls of Parsuramesvara and Bharatesvara
temples at Bhubaneswar.1  This trend continued
even in the later period up to the 13th century
A.D. In the upper Mahanadi valley Lakulisa
images are found carved on a temple panel of
the Dhavalesvara temple at Mohangiri (8th
century A.D.), outer walls of the Indralath brick
temple at Ranipur Jharial (9th century A.D.)
and Patalesvara brick temple at Budhikomna
(10th century A.D.) as well as among the rock-
cut sculptures in the Panca Pandav Ghat at
Narsinghnath (11th century A.D).

In the Mohangiri image he is seated in
Padmasana, while in the images of Ranipur
Jharial, Budhikomna and Ambabhona his legs
are crossed and slightly raised being held in
place by a Yogapatta. According to Donaldson
the pose of the second category was introduced
in the 9th century A.D.2

Saivacharyas were hailed supreme and
treated with utmost reverence, especially by
the Panduvamsi kings of Sirpur, who were
ruling Daksina Kosala in around 6th-8th century
A.D. From the Senakapat Stone Inscription of
the reigning period of the Panduvamsi king
Mahasivagupta Balarjuna it is known that his
vassal ruler (Ranaka) Durgga Rakshita
constructed a temple for Sambhu (Siva) and
the temple was made over to a Saiva ascetic

named Sadasivacharya. This Saivacharya was
granted with land,  from the income of produce
of which he had to arrange sacrificial ceremony
(Yaga) as well as for the initiation of people
into the Saiva faith (Diksa) for securing of
spiritual emancipation, the exposition of Saiva
doctrine (Vyaksa) and the running of a free
feeding establishment (Annasya Satram) every
year during the full-moon days of the months
of Asadha, Kartika and Magha.3 It is further
known from the Senakapat Stone Inscription
that Sadasivacharya was the desciple and
spiritual successor of Saiva ascetic
Sadyasivacharya, who was hailing from the
penance grove called Amardaka.

From the Lodhia Plates4 of the
Panduvamsi king Mahasivagupta Balarjuna it
is known that his guru was Pramathacharya,
the disciple of Sri Sulapani, who hailed from
Panchajajna Tapovana of Dvaitavana. This
Pramathacharya was a Saivacharya of the
Pasupata school of Saivism, whose name is
found in a stone inscription in the temple of
Parasuramesvara at Bhubaneswar.5

The name of Gaganasivacharya, another
Saiva ascetic is known from the stone
inscription on the Dvaralalatavimba of the
doorway to the Garbhagrha of the Somesvara
temple at Ranipur Jharial in the Balangir
district of Orissa. In this inscription Acharya
Gaganasiva has been
mentioned as a
Siddhacharya hailing from
Uttara Terambagrha. This
great Saiva ascetic
Gaganasiva is recorded in
this inscription as the
builder of the Somesvara
temple at Ranipur Jharial.
There is another

Gagansivacharya,
Ranipur Jharial

Lakulisa, Indralath
temple
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inscription, inscribed on the top of a rocky
elevation called Raksasa sila. This short
inscription in three lines has been deciphered
as (line-1) Om Pratisthapyami (line-2) dam
pa (dyam) Siddha (line-3) charyena vachitam.
This inscription is accompanied on the left by
a line drawing, representing a pair of human
foot-prints enclosed within a rayed circle. The
mention of the word 'Siddhacharya' is
significant. Learned historian late Kedar Nath
Mahapatra opines, 'It may either refer to
Gaganasiva, who is called a Siddhacharya in
the Somesvara temple inscription or some other
Saiva ascetic, whose
name is not given or
yet known from any
other sources.' But it
is clearly established
that Ranipur Jharial
was a great centre of
Saivism in that age,
which was frequently
visited by
Siddhacharyas.6

In the proper
left doorjamb of the
doorway to the
Garbhagrha of the Somesvara temple at
Ranipur Jharial a male figure seated in
Yogasana  and Jatabhara  on his head is carved
out. He is wearing a Yajnopavita and both his
hands are folded in obeisance (Anjalimudra).
A crescent moon symbol is  carved in the upper
portion of this figure, above his head. Learned
scholar M.P. Mohanty has rightly identified it
as the figure of Saivacharya Gaganasiva of the
Mattamayura sect of Saivism, whose
inscription is carved on the dvaralalatavimba
of the gateway to the Garbhagrha  of the
Somesvara temple.7 Another Saivacharya
figure is found carved on a rectangular stone-

block, which is at present kept in front of the
Chhelia  temple-ruins at Ranipur Jharial. Foot-
print worship was also associated with the
Saivacharyas, who were associated with the
Kapalika sect of Saivism. Such foot-prints are
found carved on monolithic rock in front of the
Liyahari temple at Ranipur Jharial and another
on a huge square stone-slab of the size of four
feet both the length and breadth now lying in
the back side of the Somesvara temple.

In another place called Ghudar, situated
at a distance of around 5 kms to the south of
Titilagarh, on a rocky mountain two yantra

symbols along-with
foot-prints are carved
on monolithic rocky
surface alongwith the
rock-cut figures of
Ekapada Bhairava
and Saptamatrkas.
Near the entrance of
the cave temple on the
Kumda pahad near
Titilagarh town, to the
proper left the figure
of a Saivacharya is
carved, who is seated

in yogasana with both his hands folded in
obeisance. He is wearing big kundalas in his
ears. A pair of foot-prints carved on a stone
slab is found lying in the foot hill, just in front
of this  cave temple, enshrining a Sivalinga.
Scholar L.K. Panda has rightly observed that
the representation of a circle enshrining foot-
prints of the Siddhacharyas was very common
to the tantric school. Mr. Panda thinks that the
circular temples of sixty-four Yoginis were
undoubtedly the centre of tantric Saivism
associated with the cult of Bhairava.8  The
image of a Saivacharya sitting in Lalitasana,
a circular disc carved with a full-blown lotus

Saivacharya's foot-prints on a Pitha, Maraguda
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and a pair of foot-prints
of criss-cross design in
the centre and another
pair of foot-prints has
been carved on a
rectangular stone pitha.
Such foot-prints carved
on a rectangular stone
pitha with a passage for
drainage of water is
found to be lying in the
Panchapandav ghat on

the hill-top of Gandhamardan mountain in the
Narsinghnath temple site. These foot-prints of
Saivacharyas carved on rectangular stone
pithas were definitely worshipped by the
disciples of the Saivacharyas.

A pair of foot-prints in the centre of a
lotus-petalled round design is found carved on
a monolithic rock near the rock-cut sculpture
of goodess Mendasuni in the outskirt of Menda
village in Sonepur district. Menda  is the same
village Meranda which has been mentioned in
the Vakratentuli grant of the Somavamsi king
Mahabhavagupta Janmejaya I, issued in his
third regnal year (circa 852 A.D.).9 The four-
handed Bhairava image which was associated
with this pair of foot-prints in now kept on a
platform in front of the Menda High School in
side the village. Another pair of foot-prints is
found carved on the monolithic rock situated
in the river-bed of river  Mahanadi known as
Lankesvari Pitha surrounded by deep gorge at
Sonepur. In the Jagamohana hall of the Samlei
temple at Sambalpur also we find a pair of
foot-print with two eight-petalled lotus rosette
motifs in both sides carved on a stone panel,
which is worshipped as goddess  Sitalamata.
As an image of four-handed Bhairava, locally
known as Kala Bhairava is enshrined in an
independent shrine near the entrance gate of

Samlei temple precinct, this pair of human foot-
prints called Sitalameta might have been
associated with the esoteric rites related to
Bhairava worship in the remote past.
Therefore,  where-ever we find carved motifs
having pairs of foot-prints, there we find
Bhairava images in the same site or in the
nearby locality. As this motif of human foot-
print pair is always carved in the centre of an
Asthadalapadma motifs it was definitely
associated with the tantric rites of the Kapalika
sect of Saivism during the worship of Bhairava,
the Ugra aspect of Lord Siva.

The Saivacharyas of the Kapalika sect
were deeply venerated by all sections of the
society in the upper Mahanadi valley in around
7th-16th century A.D. Therefore, even on the
Dvaralalatavimba of the entrance door of the
Jagamohana  of the Binjhesvara temple at
Kunjamara in Sambalpur district, we find a
Saivacharya sitting in Yogasana in the central
place, flanked by eight Grahas, four in both
sides. Such seated figures of Saivacharyas are
found at Chandipali in Bargarh district.
Mohangiri in Kalahandi district, Kapilapur in
Jharsuguda district, Vaidyanath in Sonepur
district and Sukhabandh in Sundargarh district
also.

The figure of the Saivacharya of
Chandipali has beard in his chin, sitting in
Yogasana and both his hands folded in Anjali
Mudra. In both sides of the stone-slab having
this figure of the Saivacharya, smaller figures
of two standing attendants are carved near his
shoulder. The Saivacharya figure of Mohangiri
is seated in Yogasana  with both his hands
folded in obeisance. At present the head of the
Saivacharya is broken and missing. Esoteric-
Yantras related to Saivism and a short
inscription recording 'Vyuha Bhairava' are
found on the floor of the Jagamohana of the

Saivacharya,
Chandipali
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Dhavalesvara temple at Mohangiri, which
testified to the fact that the Lakulisa - Pasupata
and Kapalika sects of Saivism peacefully co-
existed there. The image of the Saivacharya
found inside the Siva temple at Kapilapur is
also found seated in the usual Yogasana
posture. Yajnopavita is around his body and
he is wearing strings of rosary beads as anklets
and armlets. The seated Saivacharya  image of
Vaidyanath is quite interesting as it is carved
on a Sivalinga. It is found amidst loose
sculptures kept in front of the brick-built
Jagamohana of the Kosalesvara temple.
Similarly the Saivacharya figure of
Sukhabandh (Hemgir) is peculiarly carved in
a niche design on the western stone wall of a
big tank (Baoli), which is cut into a monolithic
rocky formation of the size of around 200 feet
in length, 100 feet in breadth and 30 feet in
depth in front of the Siva temple at Sukhabandh
(Hemgir) to its south-east.

The existence of the images of the great
Saivite teacher Lakulisa, the propounder of the
Pasupata sect of Saivism at five places namely
Mohangiri, Ranipur Jharial, Budhikomna,
Narsinghnath and Ambabhona and also the
figures of many Saivacharyas along-with mystic
yantra  diagrams and pairs of foot-prints inside
Asthadala Padma motifs testify to the fact that
the  Bhairava cult dominated other religious
cults in the upper Mahanadi valley since the
2nd century A.D., as we find the earliest
Bhairava image at Junagarh in Kalahandi

district, on the pedestal of which a two-lined
Pali inscription is inscribed in the 2nd century
characters. This Bhairava worship ultimately
amalgamated itself with the worship of
Saptamatrkas, 64 Yoginis and other goddesses
of the tantric as well as local tribal origin and
dominated the religious ethos of the people of
the upper Mahanadi valley for a quite long
period.
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India Trade Promotion Organisation (ITPO) is
the premier trade-promoting agency in the
country that organises India International Trade
Fair every year with the sole aim of giving a
boost to Technological and Industrial activities
in India. IITF-2004 is 24th in the series with
twin themes of Agriculture and Information
Technology.

Orissa participated in this fair by
organising a grand representative display at the
Orissa Pavilion in the Pragati Maidan, New
Delhi. Information and Public Relations
Department is the nodal agency of the state to
organise the 'Orissa Show'.

Taking into account this year's twin
themes Agriculture and Information Technology,
the Information and P. R.Department in co-
ordination with Agriculture and I.T.
Departments of Orissa made extensive
arrangements to showcase the achievements of
the State government in various fields with a
focus on these two sectors.

The fascia of the pavilion was designed
as a replica of 'Dhauli Shanti Stupa, (Peace
Pagoda) of Bhubaneswar.

Orissa is the state, which has it's roots
entrenched in the essence of Peace and Non-
Violence. Buddhism, propagated by Gautam
Buddha, flourished in Orissa since the time of

Buddha, i.e 6th century B.C. for more than one
thousand years. Orissa is the land that
transformed Ashok the warrior king
(Chandashok or Ashok the Terrible) into a
peace-loving king (Dharmashoka or Ashok the
Compassionate) after the great war of Kalinga
near Dhauli hill in 261 B.C. This epoch-making
event changed the socio-political, cultural and
religious map of India and entire Asia. This
transformation made Ashoka a great king,
whose only mission in the rest of his life
became the welfare of his subjects and
propagation of the message of Peace and Non-
violence through Buddhism.

The Dhauli Peace Pagoda of
Bhubaneswar has been built in 1972 with an
active Indo-Japanese collaboration to
remember this great transformation and spread
the message of peace, harmony and universal
brotherhood.

By recreating this monument in the Orissa
Pavilion, the state of Orissa succeeded in
sending a clear message.

- that peace is the fundamental basis for
any meaningful sustainable development,

- that man should not distance himself from
seeking enlightenment in the language of peace
and love,

Orissa Pavilion in
India International Trade Fair - 2004
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- that without peace any kind of material
development is meaningless.

The artists of Orissa have again reflected
the taste of their creativity in traditional art
and architecture by recreating the Dhauli
Monument. Scenes from Buddha Jataka stories,
a number of beautiful images of Buddha in
various mudras (or forms) were depicted on
relief works and panels around the
hemispherical stupa. Five Chhatris
(Umbrellas) were placed on it's top, that
represented the five important aspects of
Buddhism. Four magnanimous lion images
were also installed in the front steps as in the
original monument.

The state's development aspects in
various fields such as Information Technology,
Agriculture, Industry, Cultural Heritage, Art &
Craft, Tourist Spots and Wild Life were
depicted in the fascia on synthetic flex
materials.

The internationally reputed sand Artist
from Puri (Orissa) Shri Sudarsan Patnaik
displayed his Sand Art in front of the Pavilion.
This unique art form of Orissa became an
admirable feature of Orissan Creativity and a
centre of attraction for visitors. This time
Sudarshan displayed a replica of a Buddhist
temple, named GOD OF PEACE.

In the ground floor of the pavilion, apart
from the I.T and Agriculture Departments in
the theme sector, Tourism Department,
Information and P.R.Department, Industries
Department and private sector like Tata Steel,
and public sector undertaking like NALCO
made extensive display arrangements.

The IT Department in its display
reflected what the State has to offer in IT

Sector. Info city, Fortune Tower, Tower 2000,
BPO Complex and STPI Complex are several
IT parks, built in the state capital Bhubaneswar,
which offer a spectrum of value propositions
to different IT & lTES companies. The state
has vast pool of quality manpower. Orissa
produces about 12000 Engineering/MCA
graduates every year. Besides, Management
Institutes of national repute like XIM, Utkal
University, ICFAI are actively involved in the
grooming of quality managers.

The Agriculture Department also made
attractive display arrangement to highlight the
state's achievement in the Agriculture sector.
The Horticulture and Soil Conservation
Directorates, TDCC, Central Tuber Crops
Research Institute, Agriculture Promotion and
Investment Company Limited (APICOL) also
participated under the banner of Agriculture
Department.

Rice, one of the major crops in the
world, has its origin in Orissa. Koraput is the
2nd centre of Origin for Rice. Among various
local varieties, there are around 60 varieties
of scented rice, which are under cultivation in
Orissa. Govt. of Orissa is promoting
production of various other crops such as
Maize, Pulses, Coffee, Cashew, Cotton, Tribal
produces such as Organic Turmeric, Ginger
and Citrus Fruits.

On the first floor, weavers and artisans,
who produce handloom and handicraft products
opened their display and sales counters to
promote and create a market for their products.

Besides, Tosali Resorts International a
leading hotelier of Orissa opened a food-
parlour in the backside of the pavilion to give
the visitors a taste of Orissan Cuisine.
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On the auspicious occasion of the Republic Day, I extend my heartiest greetings and felicitations to
the people of Orissa.

2. As you know the peaceful struggle led by Mahatma Gandhi for independence of our country is a
glorious chapter in the history of mankind. We salute those fearless freedom fighters from Orissa and the
country who made supreme sacrifices for the freedom of our country. We are also grateful to our brave
soldiers who have laid down their lives in combating cross border terrorism and external aggression.

3. The Tsunami of 26th December, 2004 has left behind a trail of destruction and devastation affecting
the lives of innumerable people. The tragedy is most saddening. We offer our deep condolences to the
bereaved families. I appeal to the people of my State to contribute generously to help the Tsunami victims.

4. The observance of Republic Day reminds us of the great contributions made by the founding
fathers of our constitution which has made Indian democracy a model for others to emulate. We are
constantly endeavouring to realise social, economic and political justice and the finer concepts of liberty,
equality and fraternity as enshrined in our Constitution.

5. Orissa has a glorious past. The Kalinga war, paved the way for compassion, peace and co-existence.
Further history has chronicled the expertise of the Kalingas in maritime trade which brought prosperity to
the ancient Orissa. The Orissan navigators travelled far and wide to far off South-East Asian countries and
established trade links with them. Even today we find the vestiges of Orissan culture in those countries.
Orissa's sculptors and architects have created wonders in their temples and monuments. The famous
temples of Puri, Konark and Bhubaneswar and other places in Orissa bear testimony to their architectural
marvels. The handlooms and handicrafts of the Orissan weavers and artisans are enchanting and captivating.
The silver filigree work of Cuttack, the stone carving work of Puri, the horn work of Paralakhemundi, the
applique work of Pipili, the handloom fabrics of Western Orissa, the tasar sarees of Berhampur can entice
anyone with a penchant for art and craft.

6. Orissa is veritably a treasure trove for the tourists. The fascinating art and craft, colourful and
vibrant cultural festivals, hospitality of its people can provide any tourist a unique experience. Orissa's
beauty compels visitors to have an interface with its monuments, green forests, wild-life sanctuaries, lake
and lagoons and beautiful tribal people with their varied cultural traditions. There is also great potential for
eco-tourism. Government is laying stress on development of tourist spots and improvement of connectivity
so that tourism sector can generate substantial employment.

7. Orissa is the home land of as many as 62 tribal groups comprising 23 percent of its total population.
To improve the socio-economic condition of the tribals, Government is attaching top priority to tribal
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development programmes. Similarly sincere efforts have been made to provide social security cover to the
disadvantaged, the disabled, the destitute and the poor. Development of backward areas and KBK districts
continues to receive attention of the State Government as well as the Central Government.

8. Agriculture is the mainstay of our people. It employs directly and indirectly over 70 percent of our
workforce and contributes significantly to the State's gross domestic product. To make agriculture a profitable
proposition, farmers have been motivated to raise cash crops. Utmost importance is being laid on the
development of horticulture and floriculture. Orissa is home to nearly 250 varieties of rare medicinal plants.
Cultivation of these will not only benefit the farmers, but in the long run result in extensive research in the
field and industries allied to this will also flourish.

9. Nature has bestowed its bounties on Orissa. The abundant mineral resources like iron ore, manganese,
chromite, bauxite, lime stone, dolomite and coal can transform Orissa to one of the most prosperous States
of our country. Several industrial houses have evinced interest to set up mega projects in steel and aluminium
sectors in our State  and a number of MoUs have been signed. These projects will generate direct and
indirect employment for our youth and resources for the State.

10. IT is another key sector of development. Bhubaneswar is slowly emerging as a major IT centre in
India. During current year the growth of software exports from Orissa is likely to exceed 40% to touch
Rs.500 crores. With the arrival of IT majors like TCS and WIPRO, Bhubaneswar is expected to cross
Rs.1000 crores export mark during the next 3-4 years.

11. Government is vigorously pursuing innovative schemes like Pani Panchayats, Biju Krushak Vikash
Yojana and Watershed Mission to help the farmers. We have Mission Shakti and Infant Mortality Reduction
Mission to ensure economic empowerment of women and reduction of Infant Mortality. These missions
are doing excellent work and have started showing desired results. The Government has a clear vision and
concrete programmes for reduction of poverty and increase of per capita income to improve the quality of
life of our people.

12. Thanks to the vision of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, India has made rapid strides in Science, Technology
and important core sector infrastructure development. Several Technical institutions of international repute,
scientific laboratories, irrigation projects, steel plants etc. have been established in the country. Some of
them we can see in Orissa like Hirakud Dam, Rourkela Steel Plant and Paradeep Port.

13. Orissa has enormous natural resources, plenty of water, vast forest resources, long coastline and
most importantly, sincere, hard working and intelligent human resource.

14. Our Prime Minister is very sympathetic and concerned about the all round development of Orissa.
Recently, Union Agriculture Minister mentioned about the National Horticulture Mission in which there is
enormous scope for development, investment and employment. With the initiative of the State Government,
positive response of Central Government and active involvement of people, development of the state and
welfare of the people can be accelerated. One thing we have to take care of is to guard against complacency.
We must show a sense of urgency in carrying out our assigned duties. I have always been an optimist and
firmly believe that the people of Orissa will rise to the occasion and meet the challenges of changing times.

15. On this auspicious occasion, I call upon the people to come forward and join hands to build a
prosperous and vibrant Orissa.

JAI HIND



I extend my good wishes and greetings to my dear sisters and brothers of the State on the

auspicious occasion of the Republic Day. The Republic Day is an important day for all of us. The

Constitution of our country became operative on this day. Those great sons who framed the

Constitution are not among us today. I pay my tribute to them. Many have sacrificed their lives for

freedom of our country. I also offer my sincere tribute to them.

You all know that many people have lost their lives in Tsunami. I offer my condolences to

bereaved families and appeal you to come forward for helping them out at this critical hour.

My Government is working for the development of Orissa with your co-operation for the

last five years. We are giving priority to the development in Agriculture, Industry, Irrigation,

Education and Health sectors as well as progress in the rural area. Special programmes have

been undertaken for the welfare of the farmers, labourers, tribals, Harijans and poor people. The

tribals are comprising 23% of the population of our State. Barring their uplift, the development of

the State is impossible. Programmes are being implemented for the socio-economic development

of the tribals. To increase their income we have taken steps to empower them with their rights on

water, forest and land. Small cases against the tribals have been withdrawn. To increase their

income Minor Forest Produces Policy has been implemented and the price of Kendu leaves have

been increased. Efforts are on to give them rights on forest land.

My Government has laid special emphasis on the development of women. 'Mission Shakti'

programme is operating in full swing. This programme has become a mass movement. The income

of women has gone up by this programme. We have decided to sale gas and kerosene through the
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women Self-Help Groups. Through this exercise the income of women will increase and people

will get these essential commodities easily. To facilitate justice for the women,  women desks are

also going to be established in all police stations.

My Government  has always put due emphasis on agriculture and the welfare of the farmers.

The Biju Krushak Vikash Yojana and Pani Panchayat programmes have become popular among

the farmers. To make agriculture profitable, we have laid emphasis on the development of

Horticulture. By growing vegetables, fruits and floriculture, our farmers will be immensely

benefited and their economic condition will improve.

To provide employment opportunity to youths of our State, Employment Mission is being

launched. By the development in Industry, Information Technology and Tourism sectors more

employment  will be generated. Therefore, we have put special emphasis on these sectors. Interests

have been evinced for setting up of industries in Steel and Aluminium sectors. Many big industries

will be set up and by this there will be economic progress in the State. Likewise the development

of the I.T. sector will increase export and generate employment. We have also undertaken special

programme for the development of tourism.

The development of Orissa is the target of all of us. For this, cooperation of everybody is

required. To-day on the occasion of Republic Day, I would like to request you all to come

forward and join hands to make Orissa a prosperous State.

JAI HIND



I extend my heartiest greetings and good wishes to sisters and brothers of the State on the

auspicious occasion of 56th Republic Day.

26th January has an historic significance for the people of our country. Fiftyfive years ago

on this day in 1950 by proclaiming India a Sovereign Democratic Republic, we drafted a Constitution

for ourselves. We have committed ourselves to ensure social and economic justice for all sections

of the society. Let us pay our humble tribute to those great personalities who sacrificed themselves

for the freedom of our country. Let us rededicate ourselves to serve the nation with all sincerity

and devotion.

Fiftyfive years have passed away in the mean time. We are consistently endeavouring to

materialise the dreams of our great leaders and freedom fighters. Trespassing all the hurdles, we

have made perceptible progress in every field. There is no iota of doubt in this, but we have to

strive hard to go a long way.

Orissa is nature's bounty. Our State has been endowed with abundant natural and mineral

resources. Oriyas have great traditions of strength, capability and perfection in art and artefacts.

But owing to lack of opportunity and subjugation by foreigners for many years these abilities have

become insipid. If we harness our natural as well as mineral and human resources appropriately,

our State would become an advanced one. We have multifarious problems. The only way to
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mitigate our poverty and backwardness is to spread village and mega industries. There is ample

scope for industrial development in our State. Sincere and determined efforts have been made in

this direction. Similarly, concrete steps are being taken for development in Agriculture, Health,

Energy, Education, Communication, Science and Technology and Sports sectors alongwith welfare

activities for the disadvantaged and weaker section of the society.

With strong determination and commitment let us face boldly all the challenges coming in

the path of progress and rededicate ourselves for making a vibrant and developed State so that

Orissa will get its proper place among all States of the country.

I wish the happiness and prosperity of all people of our State.

JAI HIND



EDITORIAL Orissa   Review

Republic Day of India – A Celebration of Sovereignty  is one of the most important
days in Indian history as it was on this day the Constitution of India came into
force and India became a sovereign country. On this day, 26th January 1950,
India became a Sovereign Democratic Republic. The country materialised the
dreams of Mahatma Gandhi and innumerable freedom fighters who fought and
sacrificed their lives for the Independence of their mother land. Therefore, the
26th of January was declared a national holiday and has been recognized and
celebrated as the Republic Day of India, ever since.

Today, the Republic Day is celebrated with much enthusiasm all over the
country. The beginning of the occasion is always a solemn reminder of the
sacrifice of the martyrs who died for Mother India during the freedom movement
and the succeeding wars for the defense of sovereignty of their country. Then,
the medals of bravery are awarded to personnel from the armed forces for their
exceptional courage in the battle field and also the civilians, who have
distinguished themselves by their acts of valour in different situations.

To mark the importance of this occasion, every year a grand parade is
held in the national capital from the Rajghat, along the Vijayapath. The different
regiments of the Ground Forces, the Navy and the Air Force march past in all
their finery and official decorations. Even the horses of the cavalry are attractively
caprisoned to suit the occasion. The cream of N.C.C cadets, selected from all
over the country consider it an honour to participate in this event, as do the
school children from various schools in the national capital. They spend many
days preparing for the event and no expense is spared to see that every detail



is taken care of, from their practice for the drills, the essential props and their
uniforms.

The parade is followed by a pageant of spectacular displays from different
States of the country. The moving exhibits depict scenes of activities of people
in various states and the music and songs of that particular State accompany
each display. Each display brings out the diversity and richness of the culture
of India and the whole show lends a festive look to the occasion. The parade and
the ensuing pageantry is telecast by the National Television and is watched by
millions of viewers in every nook and corner of the country.  The patriotic fervor
of the people on this day brings the whole country together even in her essential
diversity. Every part of the country is represented on this occasion, which makes
the Republic Day the most popular of all the national holidays of India.

January issue of Orissa Review features the spirit of the Republic Day
while paying tributes to Tsunami victims who lost their lives in the unprecedented
human tragedy of gigantic nature.


